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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to investigate and understand the status of values
education by considering one high school in Amhara Regional State. An integrated 
approach to values-education stresses that values are available every where in the school 
both explicitly and implicitly and can be taught through various ways. From this 
perspective the provision of the special course in ethics, pedagogical strategies in 
teaching any subject, the co-curricular activity program, the management of students 
discipline and some other opportunities for students to imitate and practice ethical 
behavior were considered and assessed. To this end qualitative case study design was 
employed and data were collected through semi-structured and unstructured interview, 
participant-observation, and document reading. Participants were purposely selected 
from the teachers, principals, and students. Finally, the raw data were presented and 
analyzed qualitatively, in narrative and vignette forms based on the participants' views 
and my personal interpretations. The result shows that there was less opportunity for 
students to develop pro-social thoughts and pro-character when we compare with the 
effort being made on reducing the incidence of bad conducts: The teaching of Civic and 
Ethical Education was more of cognitive; academic subject teachers were interested 
more with the cognitive than with the affective; co-curricular activities were generally 
weak; the discipline method was more of curing than prevention, more of punishment 
than psychological persuasion; and teachers were not strongly committed to the 
realization of moral virtues. Accordingly, it is implicated that building an ethical school 
where caring and justice are modeled by the staff and practiced by the school community 
in general is necessary. In order to address the affective component of human behavior, 
curriculum developers need to devise strategies with regard to the teaching of the 
separate subject and other subjects, and more collaborative effort among all stakeholders 
is demanded than ever done before. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study 

It has always been the demand and interest of any society to get its members all -rounded 

and well-functioning. Accord ingly, the education we provide must prepare all children to 

develop not onl y intellect but also good habits and to become equal and acti ve 

participating members in a given society (Walker & Soltis, 1997). Whatever intellectual 

might a person be, he/she can not be successful and can not run a society wi thout a human 

minimums in the way of conduct (Johnson, 2008). That means, there are core common 

values which everyone should hold and develop. 

To help young people develop good habits or virtues character or values education was 

provided for them through indoctrination and imitation of adult authorities, in anc ient 

days, mostly informally and personally (Wynne, 1992). According to Titus (1994), 

civilizations have passed their cultural values to succeeding generations as a means of 

cultural preservation, and at least more than two millennia have passed since Ari stotle 

referred to "virtues" and self-decline. And "most education system gave greater priority 

to character as an education goa l than to cognitive learning" (Wynne, 1992:79). 

In America, values-education had been emphasized since the revolutionary era (Titus, 

1994). According to Titus (1994), formal character education was part of the educational 

program of virtually every school in the early decades of 20th century. Since then the 

emphasis has been reduced due to the emergence of logical positivism which considered 

values as expression of feelings and not objective truth; however, it has been again 

revived in 1960's (Titus, 1994). 

In Ethiopia too, moral or character education is not a recent phenomenon. As to Yalew 

(1977) cited in Girma (2006) , social values had been taught in the moral education which 

was equated with religious education. During the imperial period, character education 

was served to transmit values that make people loyal to the king and behave in 

accordance with the Imperial system (Markakis, 1979 cited in Girma, 2006). Similarl y, 

the Military Government (Dergue) had introduced values-education in the form politica l 



education with the purpose to inculcate socialist ideulogy and create whole-rounded 

personality (ICDR, 1983 cited in Ginna, 2006). 

With a vision to have sound democratic system in the country the Federal Government of 

Ethiopia has introduced Ci vic and Ethical Education starting from the primary to tertiary 

levels. The majo r social va lues that are meant to serve for the purpose of developing 

social and life sk ills of each citizens include democratic system, rule of law, equality, 

justice, patriotism, responsibi lity, industriousness, self-re liance, savlllg, active 

participation, and the pursuit of wisdom (MoE, 1999 E.C: II) . 

However, it is doubtful to say that the values-education system of Ethiopia is sti ll 

effective and successful in transferring , internali zing, and sustaining ethical values, and 

building sound character. If we see every day experience and ethics, people tend to reject 

many norms of conventional ethical behavior. It is not uncommon to hear and see 

corruption in various sectors (Mol, 2008), disciplinary problems such as insulting and 

disrespecting teachers in high schools, bullying among students in higher institutions, and 

so on. According to Fanta (2007), altruism, sense of concern for others, integri ty, 

cooperative spirit, etc seem to decline when compared to the past. Although those moral 

classes were predominantly influenced by religious teaching in the time of Haile Sillasie, 

citizens who had a chance for the then modern education used to build up themselves 

with the knowledge they needed to respect the social norms or values of the time (Fanta, 

2007). "According to the perceptions of many of the elders today, the traditional society 

of the country began to lack the moral fibers with the coming of Oergue and its 

subsequent declarations" (Fanta, 2007 :5). 

Different quantitatively conducted local researches on the current values-education sho w 

that Civic and Ethical Education , which was intended to bring good ethical behavior and 

social skills, has not been effectively implemented and did not bring pro-social behavior 

as expected (Dawit, 2006; Ayele, 2006; Ginna, 2006; MoE, 1999 E.C). The Ministry of 

Education (1999 E.C) reported that this values-education curriculum fails to achieve the 

desired goal because of lack of trained teachers in the subject, the negati ve attitude of 

teachers of the subj ect, inadequate reference materi als, weakness of the satellite TV 
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transmission, and lack of attention to the course by those concerned bodies at different 

levels. Accord ing to this report, these facto rs have inhibi ted the transmiss ion of values, 

acquisition of knowledge about them, and the development of sound character. Thi s 

reveals that the provision of such course as a separate subject has been taken for gran ted 

in an attempt to bu ild an ethical and competent citizen. However, in add ition to 

evaluating the implementation of this separate curricu lum of values-education, I fe lt that 

it needs also to assess other- ways of teaching values and opportunities of character 

development, through qualitative case study by selecting one high schoo l. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

There are debates (among educators) on the education of social/moral values and buildi ng 

of character and moral behavior. Supporters of great tradition to character education 

contend that it is inevitable and proper to shape the principle values of youth, by 

providing them more or less fi xed values (Titus, 1994). They stress the transmission of 

core and common values which adults know are right, desirable, and good. Accord ing to 

Lickona (1993) c ited in Titus (1994), the teaching of shared va lues are helpful in 

affirming human dignity, promoting the good of the individual and the common good, 

protecting human rights, and defining our responsibilities. 

Objecting this approach as a type of brainstorming and mind contro l, some educators 

rather emphasize the programs which invite students to make values-related choices and 

to playa central role in decision making (Titus, 1994). Raths et al. ( 1978) cited in 

Leenders & Veugelers (2006) claimed that the aim of values-education must be to help 

students develop a consistent set of va lues, by providing them with the opportunity to 

identify their own values and to remove possible inconsistenc ies between the different 

values. Critics about thi s approach pointed out that shared values are not articulated, 

statements about the worth of values are miss ing, and too strong emphasis is given to the 

individual autonomy which may lead to individualism and calculating behavior (Leenders 

& Veugelers, 2006). In this way, it differs from moral communication in which moral 

criteria such as justice and care are taken as criteria for judgments (Oser, 1994 cited in 

Leenders & Veugelers, 2006). 

J 



The other approach, the developmental approach to values-education, has been vari ously 

described by diffi!rent scho lars. Some of them like Piaget, Kohlberg, etc have focused on 

the structure of mora l knowing (Ryan & Lickona, 1992). Even though it differs from the 

values-clarification method by aim, the moral reasoning approach (proposed by 

Kohlberg) inevitabl y leads us to individualistic and calculating behavior for it ignores the 

emotional s ide of morality. Others such as Gilligan, Noddings, etc have addressed the 

affective aspect of morality (Ryan and Lickona, 1992). 

According to Ryan and Lickona (1992), a matured human character involves the 

interplay of Imowing, affect, and acti on. To thi s effect, indoctrination or incu lcation, 

values-clarification method, and the developmental approach are all demanded in the 

effo11s of building a whole-person. Most educators of the day recommend that such an 

integrated approach to values-education should be stressed if we want to build a whole

person with a meaningful moral behavior (Ryan & Lickona, 1992; Johnson, 2008; 

Rusnak et.al 1992; Starratt, 1994). They advocate that schools can foster character and 

ethical behavior through various ways and opportunities. 

When we come to high schools in Ethiopia, I could not find a rt:search conducted on the 

practice of values-education from the viewpoint of such perspective. Thus, the purpose of 

this study is to investigate, understand, and describe the status of values-education in 

AGSS in the context of this perspective. In an attempt to do so, the following gu iding 

questions were raised: 

1. How are the explicit values communicated and reali zed? 

2. To what e)(tent are students given opportunities to imitate and practice ethics? 
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1.3 The Scupe and Limitations of the Study 

An integrated approach to values-education involves both visible and invis ible curricula. 

And it is very broad issue that demands researchers to deal with the analys is of units or 

contents across al l subjects and the whole-school climate of fairness, cooperation, and 

caring. However, this study has focused on addressing some major issues related to 

pedagogy, management of students' discipline, and activities of co-curricular program. 

Though it can throw some light, this research has a limitation to show the whole picture 

of the status of integrated values-education. 

On the other hand, this course of study was not an easy area, and related researches that 

would enable me to develop insight were not available. Nevertheless, I have ex haustively 

invested my effort to reduce the possible flaws through my intensive reading and fu ll 

engagement of collecting and analyzing the data. Still, I felt that other researchers are 

needed and encouraged to deal with this area of study which has become a hOl and 

sensitive issue in this century. 
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2. Review of Related Literature 

In thi s section, the theoretical framework for my study on values-education is organized 

ii-om literature. The nature of values and their effects on human thoughts and activiti es; 

the two major contrasting perspectives on morality and human relationship; the rationale 

and cvolution of values-education; and the teaching of va lues in secondary schools-ways 

of teaching and oPPol1unities needed fo r character development- are presented. 

2.1 What are Values and how do They affect Human Thoughts and 

Activities? 

In order to maintain an envirolll1ent that protects the rights and welfare of its members, 

any society needs morality consisting of accepted system of rules that shape individual's 

moral conduct and character (Durkeim, 1961 cited in ASCD, 1992). Each member of the 

community is expected to behave according to the norms, rules and regulations as well as 

the demands of that community in which he/she be longs. This depends on the possession 

and realization of the values which reflect the common good and serve as binding forces 

of people to live together in harmony. 

According to sociologists values are beliefs, principles, or ideals about what is right or 

wrong, desirable or undesirable, good or bad within a particular culture. "They are 

abstract ideas of what is desirable, conect, and good that most members of a society 

share," (Vanoer-Zanden, 1988: 65). Rokeach (1 970) considers a value as a type of be lief 

about how one ought or ought not to behave. Wringe (2006) on the other hand defines 

our values as essentially attitudes of admiration or approbation towards cel1ain ways of 

behavior or aspects of our way of life, which we regard as important to preserve or be 

guided by. 

Values define our personal decisions and actions as good or evi l, moral or immoral. They 

affect our thoughts, feel ings, and activities in every day life. "They steer our bel iefs and 

behav ior and give meaning to our actions," (Berkowitz, 1997 cited in Leenders & 

Veugelers, 2006: 13). As sets of ideas, standards, or goals held or accepted by an 
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individual, they establ ish patterns of behavior to enhance group 's survival (Gibbs & 

Earley, 1994 ciLed in Titus, 1994). 

"When values are shared, taken seriously, and invested with deep emotional s ign ificance, 

people are moved to make sacrifices, even to fight and die to preserve them," (Vander

Zanden, 1988 : 65). Values such as tolerance, respect, equality, empathy, and 

responsibi li ty are considered to be important for people to live together (Leenders & 

Veugelers, 2006). Moreover truthfulness, fairness, justice, duty, trust, integrity, honesty, 

freedom, are some among the important values that everyone should hold and preserve 

(Kizlik, 2008). Kizlik believes each person, touching another through these common 

values, can change, and even improve the world; however, when values and value 

systems collide, the worst potentials of man are often reali zed (Kizlik, 2008) . 

According to Kizlik values are the context, the cogniti ve and emotional matrix that is 

different for each human being, but which provides enough generality to have universal 

applications. They are intimately connected to our motives and our sense of wants and 

needs (Maslow, 197 1; Kizlik, 2008) and each member of the society is required to have 

healthy emotional connection with one another and with the world. Thus, Lhe 

development of such moral and social values will help individuals to understand 

themselves and to have empathy and concern for others. That means, common values 

contribute to the development of a sound moral character and a sense of community and 

competence in responding to the personal, social, and cultural aspects oflife. 

Whi le values guide our own conduct and shape our own characters and aspirations they 

can't be exempted from critical scrutiny (Wringe, 2006) . Our moral actions and 

interactions are informed not only by universal values but also by our own personal 

values. According to UNESCO (1996), uniformity is not to be seen as the best means to 

creating the community; individuals are wanted to reflect the ideal of a wor ld that 

respects the individual. 

The individua l is a soc ial -cultural being who is both compl iant and reflector of the culture 

of the community (Stan'att, 1994). Virtue ethicists like Swanton (2003) remind individual 
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persons to flouri sh themselves and promote the good of their commun ity; se lf- rea lization 

is a crucial quality of character of an indi vidual in order to enable him to respond well to 

the demands of other persons and the community at large. Similarl y, Etzioni (1996), a 

contemporary communi tarian writer, expounds that excess ive morali ty anel excess ive 

liberty are each a t1u-eat to the health of a society, so that there should be an equil ibrium 

between ind ividua l right and the common good, between the se lf and the community. 

Therefore, strict individuali sm or strict communitari anism is not recommended as a 

substantive moral doctrine or way of life (Etzioni , 1996) . That means, there has to be a 

balanced integration between individual needs and community needs (Etzioni, 1996; 

Swanton, 2003; Leenders & Veugelers, 2006; Starratt, 1994). 

2.2 Perspectives on Morality and Human Relationships 

As a social animal we need morality in talking, treating others, behaving with and around 

our fri ends, colleagues, families, neighbors, etc. (LaFollette, 2007). Morality refers to 

how we should conduct our lives, and especial ly, how we should interact with others 

(Noddings, 2007). The way people behave depends on two basic types of reasoni ng styles 

which are contrasting to each other: Justice-based and care-based ethics or reasoning 

styles (Gilligan, 1993; Loewy, 1997). 

Justice-based Ethics: 

Such ethics reasons along rule based lines and finds resolutions for problems by an 

appeal to rule. We must fo llow rules which accord to an overarching principle and must 

resist our inclinations (Kant, 196511797) . According to Kant's conception of morality 

acting from inclination is devoid of moral worth (Loewy, 1997). The Kantial1moral agent 

has a standi ng commitment to perfo rm his/her duty acco rding to justice and universal 

principles (Swanton, 2003) . Moral actions are governed by standard rules and principles 

rather than by contexts and incl inations. 

Carried on Kant' s moral theory, Lawrence Kohlberg (1 971) cited in Stan"att (1994:50) 

"claimed to have documented in his research an isomorphism between psychologica l 

development of moral reasoning and nonnative ethical theory" . He and hi s fo llowers 

believe that morality is dec idedl y not a matter of special-purpose virtue, di sposi ti ons, and 
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reas011lng strategies but, rather consists of the application of general-purpose style of 

thinking (Flanagan & Jackson, 1993). As humans moved from one moral stage to a 

higher moral stage, they moved toward formal moral criteria of prescriptiveness and 

universality (Kohl berg, 1971 in Starratt, 1994). As commented by Starratt (1994), 

Kohlberg postulates the individual as a source of ethical judgment, and reason as the 

instrument of morality. 

To this line of thinking, we govern ourselves by observing justice; we treat each other 

according to some standards of justice which is uniformly applied to all of our 

relationships (Starratt, 1994). According to the justice perspective, emphasis is placed on 

rights, duties, and general obligations, and "moral reasoning is marked by a schematic 

understanding of moral problems that allow previously ordered rules and principles to be 

applied to particular moral areas" (Bowdon, 1997: 8). 

Care-based Ethics : 

Such an ethic focuses on the demands of relationships, not from a contractual or lega listic 

standpoint, but from a standpoint of absolute regard (Stan·alt, 1994). According to care

based reasoning style we as a moral person do what our inclinations or innermost 

instincts counsel us to do in a situation in which we are deeply involved (Loewy, 1997). 

One is motivated not by prescribed rules but "affection and regards". Greater attention is 

given to particularities of the persons and situations. A response to moral dilemmas is 

often to demand more information about the situation or individual involved. 

Carol Gilligan, N el Noddings, Daniel Goleman and other advocates of feminist ethics 

promote a concern for care, responsiveness, receptivity, and taking responsibility in 

human relationships. With a focus on emotions, intuitions and contextual environments 

rather than on mere cognitive calculations and prescribed guid ing rules, thi s group of 

scholars strongly promotes human relationship to base itself on feelings with others; 

listening with fu ll receptivity; understanding other's thoughts, feelings, and intentions; 

and caring about others ' needs and acting accordingly. 
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Gi lligan ( 1982) cited in Wringe (2006) defined moral maturity not interms uf' a 

universali zable notion of justi ce, but of achiev ing ca ring relati onshi ps wh ich are honest 

and in wh ich the adults take responsibility fo r his/her own actions and the management of 

those relationships. She claimed that an ethic of care and responsibility, more typical of 

females, corresponds to the experiences of the self as part of relationship as corUlected 

self; moral judgments consider specific detai ls of concrete situations and are guided by an 

interest in minimizing the overall harm done (Gi lligan, 1982 cited in Nunner- Winkler, 

1993). Moral judgments are tied to feeli ngs of empathy and compassion. 

Noddings has a similar position with Gi lligan in that she claimed basic human reality as 

not our separation fro m each other but our relatedness. "One wants w hat the other wants 

and totally identifies with the other's po int of view," (Noddings, 2007: 86). She views a 

morally mature person as being committed to meeting the needs of others, not in the 

sense of dutiful burden of care but a result of motivational di splacement. 

On support of feminists' view and in contrast to Kohlberg's concept ion of human 

relationships, Goleman (2006) contends that a focus on cognition about relationships 

neglects essential non-cogniti ve abilities like primal empathy, self-p resentation, concern, 

and the like. A purely cognitive prescriptive, Goleman says, slights the essential brain-to

brain social glue that builds the foundat ion for any interaction. Any fu ll account of social 

intelligence and good relationship will be hard ly possible by valuing a calculating 

intellect and ignoring the virtues of a warm heart (Goleman, 2006). 

This popular American psychologist highly regards emotions as determining and 

controlling Vi!1UeS of human conduct and personal relationshi ps as a who le. 

Strengthening Richard Davidson's ( 1996) idea of an emotion as it can not be separated 

from the world of relationships, Goleman (2006) argued that we a re hardwired to 

connect, we are programmed fo r kindness, and we can use our social inte lligence to make 

the world a better place. 
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Tllble: Differences between Ethics of Caring and AloNti Justice 

Morality of Ca re (by Gilligan) Morality of Justice (by 

Kohlberg) 

Primary moral imperati ve Non vio lencelcare Justice 

Components of morality Relat ionships, Sanctity of indiv idual 

Respons ibility for selfand others Ri ghts of se l f and others 

Care Fa irness 

Harmony Reciprocity 

Compassion Rules/Legalities 

Se I fi shnesslSel flessness 

Nature of moral Threats to harmony and Conflict ing rights 

d ilemmas re lati onships 

Determinants of mora l Relationsh ips Princ iples 

obligati on 

Cogni tive processes for Inductive thinking Forma II I ogical-ded ucti ve 

reso lving di lemmas thinking 

View of self as moral Connected, attached Separate, ind ividual 

agent 

Role of affect Motivates care, compass ion Not a component 

Philosophical orientation Phenomenologica l (contextual Rational (universa l principle 

relativi sm) of j ustice) 

I. In divid ual surviva l I. Pun ishment and obedience 

Stages IA. From selfi shness to II. In strumental exchange 

responsibility III. Interpersonal conformity 

II. Self sacrifice and social IV. Social system and 

conformi ty conscience maintenance 

II A. From good ness to tru th V. Prior ri ghts and soc ia l 

II I. Morality of nonv iolence contract 

VI. Uni versal ethi ca l 

principle 

Source: Brabeck (1993), Moral Judgment, 1n Larrabee (Ed), all EtI,ic o/Care, P.3 7 
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In the context of ed ucation, advocators of an ethic of justice believe that moral 

development comes thro ugh the changes in the structure of moral knowing (Rya n & 

Lickona, 1992). Accord ingly, moral education focuses on the inte llec tual development 

rather than on emotional development of a moral agent. The j ob of moral teach ing, as 

commented by Lovlie (1997), is seen as being to make children know and act according 

to uni versalized norms. 

On the other hand, schools committed to an eth ic of care address the affective aspect of 

morality such as caring, identity, conunitment, etc (Ryan & Lickona, 1992). They 

promote moral education that focuses on the deve lopment of emotional intelligence than 

on the mere cognitive and rationality development of the mora l agent. Noddings 

(2007:226) stated, "We are not primarily concerned with moral reasoning, although, we 

don't ignore reasoning ... we are mainly concerned with the growth of our students as 

carers and cared-fors" . 

In real world with real problems both justice and caring are necessary elements (virtues) 

in almost all ethical decisions (Loewy, 1997). Abstract reasonings are informed by 

experiences or at least knowledge of contex t and (;UI1(;rete problems and vice versa. They 

are inevitab ly inseparable, intertwined, interrelated, and mutually reinforcing and 

corrective (Loewy, 1997; Wringe, 2006; Piters , 1973; Starratt, 1994; Rest, 1983 in 

Brabeck, 1993). People who treat each other justly can also care about each other. As 

commented by Starratt an ethic of justice (justice-based reasoning) is unable to determine 

claims in conflicts and is needed to serve its more generous purpose by combining it with 

an ethic of care (care-based reasoning) . 

The blending of the two themes encourages a rich human response to the many uncertain 

ethical situations we face every day in secondary schools, both in the learning tasks as 

well as in its attempts to govern itself (Starralt, 1994). It is from this standi ng point of 

view of morality that contemporary educators remind schools to practice values

education. Moral education , in thi s view point, must emphasize and fos ter compassion as 

well as training reason (Loewy, 1997). Schools need to train both the mind and the heart 

if they are to build good character. 
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2.3 Histol'Y and Rationale of Values-education 

Being human is a social and an individual phenomenon (Starratt, 1994). We are 

interdependent and mutua lly responsible to each other. Because we must grow and 

develop together as a people and in a community, we req uire the development of a moral 

art (Johnson, 1992). According to Johnson (1992), we live in a social world of mul tiple 

needs and desires, claims and counter claims, that are real but conflicting and that 

introduce a problem of ob ligation and call for ethical thinking. Hence, the young people 

are to be brought into the moral li fe of the society through the fo rmal and informal means 

(Durkeim, 196 1 cited in AS CD, 1992). 

In earlier days, the academ ic learning itself inextricably bound up with re ligious doctrine 

characterized by ethical do's and don'ts (AS CD, 1992). By the end of 19th century, public 

schools increasingly adopted a purely secular form of moral education that emphasized 

student teamwork, extra curricular activities, student councils, fl ag salutes and other 

ceremonies, and common sense moral virtues like honesty, self-disc ipline, ki ndness, and 

tolerance (ASCD, 1992). Whi le such character education was enjoying wide populari ty 

during the first three decades of the 20th century, John Dewey was articulating a theory of 

moral development that emphasized refl ective thinking rather than moral lessons (ASCD, 

1992). 

Character education based on selected core values (v irtues) declined by the 1950's due to 

the emergence of logical positivism (Titus, 1994). As Titus (1 994) stated the ri se of 

scientific thi nking and research has made morality to be relativized and individualized . 

Positivists considered values expressions of feelings and not obj ective truth ; all 

knowledge including values, was seen as changing, situational, and relative; moral ity was 

portrayed as personal, dependent upon unsc ienti fic value judgments and inappropriate fo r 

schools to transmit (Lickona, 1993 ci ted in Titus, 1994). 

In the 1960's and 1970 's character education has again revived as two programs_values 

clarification and cognitive developmental approaches. By 1960's , Luis Raths and his 

colleagues, claiming to follow the work of Dewey, deve loped the values clarification 

approach which sought to have st udents clarify thei r own personal values (ASCD, 1992). 
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"While this method was often viewed as a simple se t of value-free ac ti vities, its original 

theory intended to help students make value dec is ions based on careful reasoning and 

democratic princip les" (ASCD, 1992: 344). 

In the 1970 's, Lawrence Kohlberg proposed a cognitive developmental approach to moral 

education based on the work of Dewey and Piaget (Kohl berg, 1976 cited in ASCD. 

1992). As to the report of ASCD Panel discussion on moral education, this approach 

emphasized the application of thinking skills to the development of moral reasoning 

based on increasingly complex concepts of justice. Moral thinking is influenced by the 

individual 's state of cognitive development (Kohlberg, 1973). 

Researches have shown that both programs had some effect on students' thinking, but 

neither program appears to be effective in infl uencing students' behavior (Leming, 1993 

cited in Titus, 1994). Both, the values clarification and rational thinking approaches, 

stressed on personal reasoning processes related to moral judgment (ASCD, 1992). The 

Kohlberg's cognitive focus on moral reasoning neglected the behavioral and emot ional 

components of character (Titus, 1994). Values clarification on the other hand fail ed to 

differentiate betwecn pcrsonal preference and moral values; no distinction was made 

between right and wrong; values were clarified not taught (Titus, 1994). 

These days fragmentation of the family, decline of trust in public institutions, increasing 

public concern abo ut questionable ethical practice in bus iness and ind ustries, the impact 

of mass media, and the graduall y increased affluence have called for moral education to 

focus on inculcation of core common values (Ryan & Lickona, 1992). According to Titus 

(1994), thi s type of character education has received renewed attention and emphas is 

when educators and the public view social stabi lity as threatened and moral standards 

weakened. Such is the American mode of the 1990's as concerns about crime, gang 

violence, and juvenile delinquency have taken center stage (Titus, 1994). 

Contemporary virtue ethicists and communitarians strongly promote the teaching of core 

values so as to enable a nation to survive. To enhance just society, to preserve and 

promote cooperation and harmony withi n and between soc ial and cul tura l groups it is the 

emphasis of today's moral education to help youngsters acq uire common social values 
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and develop good habits necessary tor their autonomy and social commitmenl. Accordi ng 

to Lickona (1993) cited in T itus (1994), co re common values affi rm our human d ignity, 

promote the good of indi vidual and the common good, and protect our human rights. For 

Lickona, not to teach such va lues in school is a grave moral fai lure. Macintyre ( 1981 ) 

cited in Power (1992) also argued that at the heart of any moral community is the ability 

to speak for group 's sharcd norms and values or for a genuine moral consensus. Power 

( 1992) himself suggested that the Aristotelian communal context for doing character 

education fosters students' forming of a kind of attachment and commitments that lead to 

a developed sense of moral obligation and loyalty. 

In high schools ado lescents are learning to stand apart from others, both peers and adults, 

in order to establish their own individuality and autonomy (Stan'att, 1994). In his book, 

Building an Ethical school, Starratt ( 1994) stated, " It is during these days that youngsters 

have to struggle with the seemingly confl icting demands of being part of a group or a 

family and being an indi vidual" (p.69). And he warned that if teachers and adults are 

unaware of or indifferent to such adolescent's behavior and do not take corrective 

measures, adolescents wi II create their own world separated from the adult ones. 

2.4 The Teaching of Values in Secondary Schools 

There is no doubt on the necessity of character or values education; however, the debate 

is between educators on how to teach. In agreement with Plato, Kohlberg has accepted 

the premise that to know the good is to do the good. For Plato, "No-one knowingly does 

wrong, so that intellectual and moral education go hand in hand. The one who truly 

perceives the good is bound to pursue it" (Wringe, 2006 : 100). In hi s words Kohlberg 

(1973: 61) speaks, "The man who understands j ustice is more likely to practice it." 

However, thi s approach is cri ticized in that knowing the rules wi ll not always help us 

dec ide what to do (LaFollette, 2007). 

Values clarification approach focuses on the process of making students form their own 

values and ignores the moral contents or values held by the soc iety (Leenders & 

Veugelers, 2006). On the other hand the traditional direct transmiss ion approach to 

inculcate common social or eth ical values may inhibit indiv iduals from criti cal thinking 
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and crit ica l rctlection (Leenders & Veugelers, 2006). Hence, an adequate app roach to 

moral educat ion or character development must be built on comprehensive, integrati ve 

view of the moral agent, a view which focuses on the deve lopment of a whole-person 

(AS CD, 1992; Ryan & Lickona, 1992; Titus, 1994; Johnson, 2008 ; Rusnak eLal , 1992; 

Stan'att, 1994). 

In an attempt to build a whole-person, advocates of an integrated character education use 

a triangle model to explain moral deve lopment (John son, 2008). Johnson states that in 

every lesson we do, in every program we put on, we balance the tri angle taking into 

account values formation, thought processes, and skill development. According to Ryan 

& Lickona (1 992), the cogniti ve part of a human character involves knowing a moral 

content or a value (cooperation, courtesy, courage, fairness, loyalty, respons ibility, 

forgiveness, helpf'ulness, love, work, equality, democracy, freedom, and respect for se l f, 

others, and environments) and what behavior it requires in concrete si tuat ions. The 

affective side of our moral selves which includes moral identity, attraction to the good, 

commitment, conscience, and empathy constitute the essential bridge between moral 

knowing and moral action which consists of will , competence, and habit (Ryan & 

Lickona, 1992). 

2.4.1 Ways ofTcaching Values 

Moral education is whatever schools do to influence how students thinJ<, feel, and act 

(ASCD, 1992). The effort in an integrative view of a full moral agent demands schools to 

create many and varied opportunities fo r students to observe and imitate values from 

good models (exemplars), to practice these values, and to make refl ection on those val ues 

(or what they value) . In support of thi s Stan'att (1994: 60) speaks the following; 

When youngsters encounter various teachers throughout the school day 
who model ethical values, when ethical concerns are discussed in 
various subjects across the curriculum, when multiple opportunities 
are present to practice the ethic 0/ caring, the ethic a/justice and the 
ethic 0/ critique, when guidance counselors, coaches and moderators 
orstudent activities all consistently speak about ethical concerns. when 
the school corridors are hung with posters which ref/ect ethical values 
0/ respect, loyalty and honesty, and when the school and the home 
express consistent concern over ethical issues, the message is petty 
hard to ignore. 
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Modeling 

Accordi ng to Starratt, we do not expect teachers to become ethicians. He be li eved that 

they are already teaching ethica l behavior and attitude by thei r examples and the informal 

ways they interact with students. "Fundamental to teachers' impact as a moral model is 

how they do their work and take stands for mora l principles"(ASCD, 1992:352). 

According to AS CD, model tcachers and schools exemplify high standards of work and 

apply those standards equall y to themselves and the ir students. They exhibit genuineness, 

fairness , hard-working, caring, and good listen ing (Titus, 1994). "By establish ing, 

explain ing and enforc ing rul es they can model and teach important moral values" 

(AS CD, 1992:352). 

As Williams (1993) cited in Titus (1994) puts, "actions clearl y speak louder than words". 

In favor of this, Nodd ings (2007) contends that we teachers and adu lts have to show in 

our own behavior what it means to care. She justi fied , "we do not merely tell them to care 

and give them texts to read on the subjects; we demonstrate our caring in our relation 

with them (p. 226)." As part of hidden curriculum model teachers and administrators 

revea l moral principles and reasoning in their relationshi p wi th students, other educators, 

and the community (AS CD, 1992). 

Dialogue and DisclIssion 

Moral education must involve dialogue and disagreement (S tan'att, 1992). According to 

Nel Noddings (2007: 227) , "dialogue helps us and our students to renect upon and 

critique our own practice. It gives us an opportuni ty to ask why we are doing certain 

things and with what effect". She noted that dialogue is always a sensiti ve task that 

invo lves total receptivity, reflection, invitation, assessment, revis ion, and further 

exploration. 

Practice 

In add ition to mode ling and dialogue the practice of students in morality is vital in the 

values-education efforts (Noddings, 2007; LaFollette, 2007 ; Starrat!, 1994). To learn 

eth ics we must practice ethics (Stanatt, 1994); to develop a habit or regLri ar display of 

virtue, we have to mimic virtuous persons and exercise the virtues (Aristotle cited in 
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LaFollette, 2007); to learn caring ·and responsib ility, we have to engage in a cooperative 

work and make reflection on our practice (Nodd ings, 2007). Nodd ings expounds that the 

experience in which we immerse ourselves tend to produce " menta lity", so that children 

need to participate in ethics with adult models that show good behavior. The more we 

practice se lf -disc ipline, empathy, and cooperation, the stronger the underlying circuits 

become for these essential life skill s (Goleman, 2008). 

Confirmation 

According to Stan·att (1992), teachers should stress the kind of moral behavior that seeks 

to the good. Effective moral education requires confirmation or high expectation of 

students by adults or teachers. Martin Buber (1965) cited in Noddings (2007) described 

confirmation as an act of affirming and encouraging the best in others. Noddings (2007) 

claimed that when we confirm one, we identify a better self and encourage its 

development. And it should be noted that trust and continuity are required fo r 

confirmation and rewards (Noddings, 2007) . Noddings adds, "Continuity is needed 

because we require knowledge of the other. Trust is required for the carer to be credible 

and also to sustain the search for an acceptable motive", (p. 229). 

Discipline 

Character development is not only concerned with rewarding or affirmative elements. 

There is also a matter of prohibition. Groups can not be effective unless their members 

suppress forms of misconduct (Wynne, 1992). Disc ipline involves both the need to 

restrict impulse and the need to yield to the moral order (Durkeim, 1961 cited in ASCD, 

1992). Good character is fostered by orderly schools and classroom env ironments and by 

clear rules which are fa irly enforced (Titus, 1994); and the school rules and codes should 

portray the belief that, even when students commit mistakes, they are capable of moral 

growth (ASCD, 1992). "Reasonable steps need to be taken to help the individual to see 

why his/her actions are unacceptable rather than simply ensure conformity under threat of 

more severe sanction in future" (Wringe 2006 : 167). 

It is suggested in ASCD panel on moral education (1992) that di sc ipline as a teaching is 

effective when it is part of caring relationship. Using disc ipline as a tool for moral 
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gro wth, schools manage behaviors in a ay that develops stuaents ' moral unae"ir'<'stfiiannrra"u;;:'g;"",- -----j 

respect for legitimate authority, responsibility for their own behavior, and accountability 

to the moral community of the classroom and the school (ASCD, 1992) . 

2.4.2 Opportuni ties Need ed for C ha racter Developmen t in Sc hools 

According to Taba (1962). values are learned not by " learning about " but by going 

through experiences which touch the feelings and affect the very core of personality. And 

schools are already teaching values, and it is impossib le to run an ethicall y neutral school 

(Starratt, 1994). Accordingly, schools can plan a way of life in schoo ls designed to foster 

certain values and character structure (Taba, 1962). Rusnak et al. (1992) also contend that 

it is the respons ibility of the school to plan opportunities and provide the conditions fo r 

character development. 

When schools and teachers provide variety of opportunities for students to immerse, the 

students wi ll learn and develop appropriate moral behavior. Therefore, schools must give 

an abundance of opportunities for youngsters to learn what it means to be an ethical 

person and member of an ethical community (Starratt, 1994). Such opportuniti es could be 

in the context of the classroolll ur the schuul-wide level. Under thi s portion, opportunities 

like the social/moral climate of schools, the classroom curriculum and pedagogica l 

strategies, and co-curricular activities are di scussed as fo llows. 

2.4.2.1 T he Social/Mo ral Climate of Schools 

"Character education is action education", (Rusnak et. al, 1992: 335). As has been said so 

far, moral development emerges from the interact ions between indi viduals and the 

community of which they are a part. It is stated by ASCD (1992) that effective schools 

and teachers know that morality is not a spectator sport, but is developed through human 

relationships and interactions. According to Desmedt (200 I) cited in Leenders & 

Veugelers (2006) , moral education demands a schoo l culture in which studen ts can 

actively participate and where the teacher is a role model. Accordingly, students must be 

given opportunity to exercise active participation in decision making processes and other 

activities in the school (Lenders & Veugelers, 2006). 
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If we expect young people to develop moral attitudes ancl behaviors, we' are respunsib le 

fo r making certain that the school itse lf demonstrates mora l principles (AS CD, 1992). 

Wringe (2006: 164) justifies thal: 

We can nOI expect young people to learn kindness and caring where lhe 
weak are bullied and abused, tolerance and respec/ where role models 
are destructive and censorious, truthfiilness where school mission 
statements, while avoiding lileral falsehood, are couched in terms 
calculated to impress rather than enlighten and gu ide, or justice where 
privileged and underprivileged alike are bound to perceive that neilher 
material advanlages or chances are distribuled fairly. 

In the first place, the school would have a phi losophy statement which describes its 

institutional sense of identity (Stan'att, 1994), According to Stan'att (1994: 66), a high 

school is expected to have a consistent and explicit discipline program which is based on 

fi ve basic principles which the schoo l attempts to support through out the dai ly acti vities 

of the school life: 

(1) Treat others as you would be treated; 

(2) Take pride in your work; 

(3) Take responsibi lity for yo ur self; 

(4) Be generous for you have received much; 

(5) Be a fr iend . 

The school governance, relationships, and conflict resolutions in an ethical school are 

guided by these moral principles as we ll as the concrete circumstances (Starratt, 1994), 

In any type of school every member of its community is expected to build pos iti ve, 

caring, and fam ily-like relationships thereby promoting the growth of social and personal 

values and skills of youngsters, As they are closer to one another, each member is trusted 

to have caring of and responsibility to each otheL The relationship that ignores such 

virtues of caring, responsibility, and justice as important aspects of moral culture or life 

in schools will be superficial and the learning of morality is unthinkable, 
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We can change people not by te lling what to clo ancl n01 to clo but, rafher by being

virtuous and expos ing them to practice that eth ics or morality (LaFol lette, 2007; Titus, 

1994; Nodd ings, 2007; Starratt, 1994; Wringe, 2006). To this end, LaFollette (2007) 

rem inds us to know the needs and interests of those affected by our actions; to have 

psychological dispositions (vivid imagination and caring of others); and to know 

something about the character of a person whom \ove are receptive and responsive. 

LaFollette extends his argument that being able to judge others is not enough to make a 

morally better world so that we have to morally improve ourselves and focus on what we 

do. " If we do not first have our moral house in order, others wi ll tend to di scount our 

moral claims", (LaFollette, 2007: 209). Knowing our own failures to care for others, our 

own immature ways of rationalizing moral choices, knowing our own reluctance to 

challenge questionable school arrangements, we are able to confront the general 

weakness in the human commuility (Stan·att, 1994). 

In human relationships we need to see the impoliance of context if we want to understand 

an action of a person (LaFollette, 2007). Hough LaFollette (2007) claimed that we may 

mis interpret each other; we may be biased in judging the behavior of some one; or we 

may pass harsh judgments based on a single action, leading to a hasty generalization 

about the behavior of the actor. The same author argued , "Our judgments of some one's 

character must always be based on patterns of behavior, not isolated behaviors", (p. 203). 

The staff and students 

Teachers can teach respect, respons ibility, and many more virtues by being committed to 

their work and possessing respectful mind for any other person. "A soc ially intelligent 

leader helps people to contain and recover from emotional di stress" (Goleman, 2006: 

270). According to Goleman, the best bosses are trustworthy, empathic, and connected 

who make us fee l calm, appreciated and inspired; the worst (distant, diffi cult, and 

arrogant) make us fee l uneasy at best and resentful at worst. 

Good schools, according to con temporary virtue ethicists like Oakley and Cocking 

(200 I), apply both codifi ab le and non codifiable regulat i ve idea ls or rules and princi ples 

in handling ancl treating students. Oakley and Cocking argued that a virtuous person' s 
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motivational structure is governed by a palticular regulative idea l which itself is governed 

by a higher order or more general regulative ideals. School admini strators are expected to 

use their standards of excellence or emotions and also refer to the un iversa l principl es 

while treating students. Simi larl y, Stephen Covey (1991) argued that leaders should have 

principles when they attempt to influence others. He reminds people to centre the ir 

leadership aro und such timeless principles as fairness, equity, justi ce, and integrity that 

constitute the roots of every institution that has ever prospered. 

A teacher in the education of morality is expected to exhibit behaviors that impartiall y 

recognize the needs and interests of all students. As Nel Noddings (2007) clearly puts 

he/she is expected to enter a very specialized caring relations but without necessaril y 

establishing a deep, lasting, time consuming personal relationship with every student ; 

what he/she must do is to be totally and non-se lectively present to each student. The time 

interval may be brief but the encounter is total (Noddings, 2007). 

According to Golman (2006), the special connection between the teacher and students 

represents a powerful too l in helping the students to learn. He argued that emotionall y 

connected students have lower rates of violence, bullying, and vandali sm; anxiety and 

depression, drug use, and suicide; truancy and droppi ng out; and other delinquent acts. 

Whenever teachers create an empathic and responsive environment, students not only 

improve in their academic achievements but also they become eager learners (Goleman, 

2006). 

Since emotions flow with special strength from the more sociall y dominant person to the 

less, Goleman argues, leaders (teachers) are to be mindful of what they say and do. As 

Goleman clearl y puts, people in any group naturally pay more attention to and place more 

significance on what the most powerful person in that group says and does. On the other 

hand people recall negative interactions with a boss (teacher in school) with more 

sensitivity, in more detail, and more often than they do positive ones (Go leman, 2006). 

Having understood the powerful influence of his emotional tone, the teacher is expected 

to make reflection on hi m/her self and on hi s/her actions in order to have got students in 

the right track . 
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2.4.2.2 The Classroom Curdell ium and Pedagogy 

In many countr ies like France, Germany, Canada, etc. values-educati on IS a sepa rate 

subject (Leenders & Veuge lers, 2006). According to Leenders & Veugelers, there are 

also countries like Netherlands that do not deve lop one specific school subj ect but embed 

the values in all subj ects and in the school culture. Howeve r, an integrated approach to 

character education does no t rul e out the special course in ethics . Rusnak et al. (1992) 

contend that in addition to having special course, character education should be seen as 

a dimens ion of the total school curriculum. That means, va lues-education will be 

effective and successful if we have a who le-person focus and view a person as an 

integrative being. 

As Kizlik (2008) po ints out, we can not reall y teach values as we do other parts of the 

curriculum, but we can and should help our students to develop values through our 

behaviors, our methods of teaching, our approaches to students, and other invisible 

curricula di splayed in teach ing any subj ects. Many scholars argued that every academic 

curriculum is a pregnant of values (Johnson, 2008; Sttarratt, 1994; Titus, 1994 ; Leenders 

& Veuge lers, 2006) . Throughout the academic program, teachers can create opportunities 

fo r class discussions of ethical issues and for projects that carry ethi ca l import (S tarran , 

1994). Robbert Starratt claimed that they explore the connections of the curriculum to the 

journey which ado lescents are making. Effective teachers generate many specific 

examples o f ethical lessons they could teach within the materi al that make up thei r 

present curriculum (Stan'alt, 1994) . In their selection of objectives, contents, activ ities, 

resources, and evaluation dev ices teachers can make values exp licit what has been 

implicit or hidden. 

Current curri culum recommendations put a great emphasis on cooperati ve learning to 

promote competence in cari ng (Nodd ings, 2007). Cooperative learning has been fo und to 

demonstrate a pos i ti ve influence on att itudes related to concern for the welfare of others, 

independent collaborations, tol erance for diverse views, and conflict reso lution (Ryan & 

Lickona, 1992; Starratt, 1992, 1994) . In one of the overarching princ iples, Learning 10 

Live Togelher, suggested by UNESCO (1 996), we find a statement: To leach yel 

unknown levels oj world cooperalion, wellbeing, inlegralion, and peace, we musl employ 
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- strongly and-inGI'ea,-ingly~collabora'ing~and affirming teaching me{hodsc-From-thi s=~""=="""'" 

statement, we can see that the classroom instructional methods should enable students to 

cooperate in learning and discuss eachother concerning any issue raised in side or outside 

the class. Such participatory method of teaching plays a great rol e in putting a fertile 

ground to the moral life of the learners. 

2.4.2.3 Co-curricular Activities 

Secondary schools offer the students an opportunity to participate 111 co-curricular 

activities or clubs to enable them to acquire experiences of different kind and develop a 

healthy social behavior. Co-culTicular activities are activities conducted outside the 

classroom but integrated with the school curriculum (Page & Thomas, 1977). Most co

curricular activity programs have strong character education components which 

encourage students to practice and learn values such as initiative, diligence, loyalty, tact, 

generosity, altruism, and courage (Wynne, 1989 cited in Titus, 1994). 

Starratt (1994) pointed out that such program is intended to support and enable 

adolescents in high schools to develop the foundational qualities of autonomy, 

connectedness, and transcendence; and to teach the ethical frameworks of justice and 

care. Karlin & Berger (1971) also stated that through an extensive variety of clubs we can 

throw open the doors of creativity, cooperation, self-confident, liking the school, making 

the school a place of enjoyment, etc. 

Facilitators in an ethical school, according to Starratt (1994), are expected to attend 

various ethical learnings that emerge out of the nature of activities. They should 

encourage a sense of pride in one's work, a generous sharing of one's talents with others, 

a willingness to talk through alternative solutions to difficult problems, a concern to make 

a contribution to the li fe of others, and an app rec iation of the talents of others (Starratt, 

1994). Thus, variety of extra curricular programs with a promising attention to actively 

involve students is what high schools should have in the efforts at moral or character 

building. By doing so, students will improve their private conduct and develop their 

responsiveness to public life. 
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3. Tile Research et od and Design 

In this research, I used a qualitati ve approach in general and a case stud y design In 

particular so as to get detailed informati on about and understand the problem in focll s. 

Qualitative research is oriented towards analyzing concrete cases in their temporal and 

local particularity, and starting fro m people's expressions and activities in their local 

context (Flick, 2003). One of the main characteristics of this type of research is its focus 

on the intensive study of specific instances or cases of a phenomenon (Gal l et aI., 1994). 

It strives for understanding the deep structure of knowledge that comes from visiting 

personally with participants by spending extensive time in the field and probing to obtain 

detailed meanings (Creswell, 2007). 

According to Stake (l994), qualitative case study research is based on a holistic view that 

the social phenomena, human dilemmas, and the nature of cases are situational and 

influenced by happenings of many kinds. Gall et a1. (1994) defined it as, "an in-depth 

study of instances of a phenomenon in its natural context and from the perspective of 

participants involved in the phenomenon" (p.545). It is helpful to explore multiple truths 

or realities about and to have an extensive description for a single school and its 

processes with its natural setting. This type of method is crucial for exploring in-depth a 

program, an activity, a process, or one or more individuals (Creswell , 2003). 

Unlike quant itative researchers who focus on testing or verifying theories by collecting 

data on predetermined instruments that yield statistica l data, qualitative case stud y 

researchers focus on developing patterns or themes from the data collected through open

ended interviews, participant-observations, and so on (Creswell , 2003). It al lows 

researchers to collect detailed information using a variety of data collection procedures 

over a sustained period of time (S take, 1995 cited in Creswell , 2003). It aims to help 

them understand the case but the result does not represent other settings and the world. 

As a resean.:h method, the case study is llsed in many situatiuns to cont ribute to Ollf 

knowledge of individual , group, organizational , social , political , and related phenomena 

(Yin, 2003). According to Yin, investigators are able to retain the holi stic and meaningful 
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characteri stics of real-life events such as ind ividual life cycles, organizational and 

managerial processes, etc. 

Constructivists claimed that knowledge is constructed as individuals interact with their 

envirollllent. And the goal of the constructi vist researcher is to rely as much as possib le 

on the participants' views of the situation being studied (Creswell , 2003). Thus, admitting 

subjectivity and biasedness, qualitative researchers seek to understand the context or 

setting of participants and make interpretation of what they find , an inte rpretation shaped 

by the researchers' own experi ences and backgrounds (Creswell , 2003). Havi ng 

understood thi s, it was my preference to study the practice of values-education in 

secondary schools through qualitative case study design. 

3.1 Data Gathering process 

The data were obtained through interviews, observation and document reviewing. Punch 

(1994) has argued that qualitative research covers a spectrum of techniques but central 

are observation, interview, and documentary analysis. Furthermore, Germain (1 993) cited 

in Ploeg (1999) mentioned that the essential data co llection methods o f pal1ici pant 

observation and in-depth interviewing permit the researcher to learn about the llleanings 

that informants attach to their knowledge, behavior, and activities. Gall et at. (1994) also 

noted that a case study researcher obtains participants ' perspecti ve tlu-ough direct 

observation of participants as they behave naturally in the fi eld , and through informal 

conversation with them. 

3.1.1 Observation 

Qualitative fi e ld work employs participant-observation as its centeral tec hnique and that 

this involves the researcher in prolonged immersion in the life of a group, community, or 

organization in order to discern people' s habits and thoughts (Punch, 1994). Partic ipant

observation is a check, enabling the researcher to verify that individuals are doing what 

they believe they are doing (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993 cited in Taddese, 2006). 

In interviews participants may be asked about how they behave in certain situation but 

there is no guarantee that they act'ua lly do what they say they do (Hancock, 2002). 
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Hancock also stated that to see how they actuall y behave observing them in those 

s ituations is more rel iable. The same author added that observation can also serve as a 

technique for veri fy ing or nullifying information provided in face-to-face encounters. 

Considering it as one maj or means of data collection strategy, [ stayed for one month 

(26/02/2009- 27/03/2009) and observed the classrooms, di sc ipline method, teacher

student interactions, teachers' way of conduct, students ' way of conduct, and other 

activities in both shifts. [ recorded what [ watched and wrote reflective notes on my di ary. 

3.1.2 Interview 

The second tool of data collection was an in-depth interview. Both semi-structured and 

unstructured questions were employed as interview guides from which specific questions 

were emerged during the di scussion. [f the interview schedule is too ti ghtly structured, 

this may not enable the phenomenon under investigation to be explored in terms of either 

breadth or depth (Hancock, 2002). Hancock claimed that qualitative interviews should be 

fairly informal to enable interviewees to feel as though they are participating 111 a 

conversation or di scuss ion rather than in a formal question and answer situation. 

In an attempt to understand their feelings, perspectives, kno wledge, and experiences, 

used the style of every day conversation or informal discuss ion with the teachers, 

administrators, and students. And for ease of conversation, Amharic language was 

employed. Based on the consent of the interviewees 1 recorded the talks in an audiotape 

and then transcri bed these carenlll y. 

3.1.3 Document Review 

Hancock (2002) noted that written materials can produce qualitative information. They 

can be particularly useful in trying to understand the philosophy of an organization. They 

can include po licy documents, annual reports, minutes <if meetings, codes of conduct, 

notice board, etc (Hancock, 2002). 

[n my study, I employed reading of various documents like schoo l's manuals, codes of 

conducts, teachers' efficiency form s, notice board, quotes, test papers, etc in order to 

enrich my understanding about the case under study. 
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3.2 The Research Setting and Purposeful Sampling 

Case study demands invo lvement of participants in data collection and needs the 

researcher to build rappo rt and cred ibili ty with the individuals in the study (Creswell, 

2003). Therefore, it was my prefe rence to consider Abay General Secondary Schoo l 

(AGSS) as there were many teachers whom [ know closely and intimately . 

It is believed by qual itat ive case study researchers that knowledge and theori es are 

developed only fo r that particular setting. For my study, purposeful sampling was 

preferable because an interview is connected to the decision about which persons to 

interview and from which groups these should come (Fl ick, 2002). Therefore, sampl ing 

was based on hunting fo r those information-rich persons. To this end, my friends (from 

teachers) and other selected participants helped me in locating a poss ible informant. 

The total number of interviewees was twelve: two principals, three teachers (males) and 

seven students (three females and four males) . The principals and teachers were selected 

based on their ro le, punctuality, and honesty. The student participants were taken from 

grade ten for I bel ieve they have better experience about the school than grade nine 

students have. And they were selected based on their expressiveness and genuineness. 

Data co llection is emergent in case study research (Gall et a!. , 1994). Thus, some of my 

participants were event-driven i.e. watching incidents or events and interacting with the 

actors. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

Qualitative research is fundamentally interpretive which includes developing a 

description of an individual or setting, analyzing for themes or categories, and finally 

making an interpretation or drawing conclusion about its meaning personall y and 

theoreticall y, stating the lessons learned and offering further questions to be asked 

(Creswell , 2003). According to Creswell (2003), the process of data ana lys is invo lves 

making sense out of text and image data. He mentioned that it involves preparing the data 

for analys is, moving deeper into understand ing the data, and making an interpretation of 

the larger meaning of the data. Huberman & Mi les (1994) also stated that once actual 

fie ld notes, interviews, tapes, or other data are avai lable, data summaries, coding, findin g 

themes, clustering and writi ng stories are all instances of data select ion and condensation. 
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One can not escape from the personal interpretation brought to qualitative data analys is 

(Creswell , 2003).The data analysi s depends on an invest igato r's own style of ri go rous 

thinking, along with the sufficient presentation of evidence and careful consideration of 

alternative interpre tations (Yin , 2003). [n this study the co llected raw data were organi zed 

and categorized into different themes and then di scussed in the context of the incidents I 

encountered and the partici pants' perspectivcs , by using inlerpretational analysis and 

reflective analysis. 

[nterpretational analysis according to Tesch (1990) cited in Ga[[ et al. (1994) is the 

process of examining the case study data closely in order to find constructs, themes, and 

patterns that can be used to describe and explain the phenomenon being studied. Ga[[ et 

al. (1994) themselves asserted that one of the most critical steps of such analysis is 

developing a set of categories that can encompass and summarize the data . On the other 

hand, a refl ective anal ysis is a process in which the researcher reli es primarily on 

intuitions and judgments in order to pot1ray or eva luate the phenomenon being studied 

(Tesch, 1990 cited in Gall et aI. , 1994). Gall et al. (1994) also contend that it is not only 

su ited for thick description but also can lead to the discovery of constructs , themes, and 

patterns. 

3.4 Ethical Issues 

Any qualitative researcher is not allowed to invade the privacy of others (Stake, [994). 

Stake noted that it is imperative to exercise great cauti on so as to minimize the risks. 

Punch ( 1994) on the other hand stated that settings and participants should not be 

identifiable in print and should not suffer from harm as a consequence of research. 

Bulmer (1982) cited in Punch ( 1994) also suggested that identiti es, locations of 

individuals and places are concealed in published results, data collected are held in 

anonymized form, and all data kept securely confidential. And [ wanted to hide the 

location itself, in add ition to the participants. As a result, the names given to patii cipants 

and the school are pseudonyms. 

Participant observation, as a form of soc ial interaction, always needs to invo lve 

impression management (Berreman, [964 cited in Punch, 1994). In order to get honest 

data it was inevitab le for me to be somewhat secret ive about my objective and to control 
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my emotional ex pression and exp lici t comments on some bad conducts I watched 

because [ understood that participants and other people would try to hide actions and 

attitudes they consider undesi rable (Gans, 1962 ci ted in Punch, 1994). 

The participants of research have the right to be informed that they are being researched 

and also about the nature of the research (Punch, 1994). Punch posited that a professional 

code of ethics is beneficial as a guide line that alerts researchers to the ethical dimensions 

of their work, part icularly prior to entry. Thus, consented agreements were adapted from 

Ali (2005) and were orally presented and discussed with my participants on individual 

basis (Appendix J). 

3.5 About Myself 

I have ten years experiences in the world of teaching. I earned my first degree from Bahir 

Dar Teachers College in Pedagogical Sciences minoring Mathematics. Before I have 

joined Debre Markos University as an instructor of Pedagogy, I was teaching 

Mathematics in high schools for about five years and professional courses like General 

Methods of Teaching and Special Needs Education in a private college teacher education 

for three years. 

When I come to my role as a researcher of this case study, I selected a school in a town 

where I lived for more than five years. This school was suitable for me as there are many 

teachers whom I know closely and intimately. In an attempt to collect the data I easily 

obtained permission from the school administrators. Then, I began to observe incidents, 

hunt for informants, and read documents. To enrich my understanding, I was fortunate to 

attend a conference that involve top-twenty students from each section, department 

heads, principals, and the Woreda education officers in order to discuss problems related 

to the teaching learning processes. And I have recei ved the report of thi s conference from 

the woreda education office (Appendix 5). In short, as a major "data col lecting 

instrument" (Gall et aI., 1994), my role was sensitive observer, storyteller, and 

descriptive writer, by admitti ng the partic ipants' and my own subject ive perceptions. 
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4. Data Presentation and Analysis 

This section deals with organization and analysis of raw data co ll ected from Abay 

General Secondary School. Case study invo lves a detailed descri ption of the setting 

followed by analysis of the data theme or issue (Creswell, 2003). Thus, after description 

of the research site, I have presented the data on the special curriculum, ethical concerns 

in academic subjects, co-curricular activities, disc iplining process, and cOlTunitments of 

the staff to the moral realm. Description of the interview and observation results, direct 

quotes, and the subsequent personal interpretation and understanding of the researcher are 

presented in narrative and vignette forms. The names used are fi ctitious names, including 

the school 's itself. 

4.1 Description of the School 

Abay (fictitious) General Secondary School is one of the two general secondary schools 

in Abay Town Administration (which is found in Amhara Regional State, as a Capital of 

Semen Zone). It has five old and two new buildings comprising classrooms, library room, 

administrative offices, pedagogical center, and laboratory rooms. There is only one toilet 

block common for serving both the staff and students. The classroom buildings are very 

old; the classroom walls and floors are cracked; the inside covering (cornice) of roofs are 

torn ; the blackboards are out-dated to wri te on; and in general the school physical setting 

is not conducive for teaching and learning. What was impress ing to me was that the 

Federal flag is circled by the nine regional flags , and the poem of the National Anthem is 

posted near the flag pole fo r students to read while singing. 

There are 30 sections each containing an average of 78 students. The students are made to 

stay in the school only for one shift (2:00-6:30 or 6:40-11:10). The total number of 

students is 2,336 of which 1,172 and 1,164 are grades 9 and 10 respectively. In grade 9 

there are 563 males and 609 females; and in grade 10 there are 530 males and 634 

females. The students are made to share one desk for 3 or 4 and are seating in a 

traditional way, fac ing to the blackboard. 
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The school has 49 teachers out of which 6 are females. The minim um and maximum 

service years of the teachers are respecti vely five and twenty eight. There are 6 principals 

to govern the school activities : one director, one vice director, and four unit leaders. 

Moreover, the teaching learning activities and di sciplinary problems are also monitored 

by the Parent Teacher Association which comprises two teachers and three parent 

representat ives. 

Vision and Mission (Posted around the flag po/e) 

Vision: 'j'(r ' I,') nllln·I' ,),y"uc·)' nil', Y""lQC V'/'unllhll'l')' 'M tI.:> M::C'f' "'ll")' (Producing an 

ethical and competent citizen through quality education) 

Mission: N·y"uc')· 'l'<H" ) Ill·n¥ 1,,1\.11 i1>~ lli:e:·r· :j:'} nO'olj:IllC fH, H.:> I''''llj:t··), 1'1,.')-,) V:>t

"'lS'.:l"l (Producing competent citizens by ensuring the quali ty of education 

and creating new organizations, through collaborative effo l1) 

The Subjects offered and Teachers' load: 

The subjects offered are Amharic (with out plasma), English, Mathematics, Physics, 

Chemistry, Biology, Civic and Ethical Education, History (with out plasma), Geography 

(with out plasma), and Physical Education (with out plasma). The maximum and 

minimum loads of the teachers in a week are 25 and 12 respectively. 

Co-curricular activities: 

There are 9 clubs: Girls' club, Civic and Ethics club, Anti-AIDS and Red Cross club, 

Anti-drug club, Minimedia club, Charity (Yebego Adragot) club, Tour Ethiopia (Agerihin 

Ewok) club, Community Conversation (Yemahbereseb Wuyiyit) club, and Library club. 

Ethical Principles, Rules and Regulations: 

As any of government institutions the major twelve ethical principles that govern any 

worker are li sted and posted at the door of the director and notice board on the school 

yard: integrity, honesty, loyalty, impartiality, confidentiality, serving the public interest, 

exercising legilimale aulhority, responsiveness, respecting Ihe law, exercising leadership, 

transparency, and accountability. In addition to these virtues the school has rules and 

regulations which are formulated at the regional level. Except classroom ground rules 
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created by students, there are no context-dependent school-made rules. Some of the rules 

(and consequences) are listed as follows (AREB, 1996 E.C: 102-106): 

a. The students' obligations (about 19 obligations) 

Be punctual in performing homework, c1asswork and assignments. 

Be cooperative with others while working and learning. 

Be respectful for peers and staff 

Be loyal to the school and the community 

Don't wonder within the school yard and corridors without having sufficient 

reason 

Don't cut and go away from the school during class time 

Don't insult and attack the staff 

Don't involve in stealing, cheating during tests, gambling, etc. 

Don't smoke, chew chat, etc in the school 

Clean the classroom and the school, etc. 

* Anyone who breaks the above and other rules will be punished starting from oral 

reprimands up to suspensions (AREB, 1996 E. C). 

b. The teachers' obligations (l1 obligations) 

Avoid unnecessary personal contacts with the students (sexual harassment, drug 

abuse, demanding bribe, etc) 

Respect human and democratic rights of students (insulting, degrading or 

undervaluing, responding inappropriately and irresponsibly, etc are forbidden) 

Don't punish your students physically (beating or letting others beat is forbidden) 

Be respectful of your profession 

Be loyal to the school's rules and regulations, etc 

* One who breaks the above and other rules will be punished appropriately, starting 

from oral warning up to cutting salary and lowering positions or ranks (AREB, 

1996E.C). 
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c. Rights of s tudents (6 right,) 

To learn and ask questions 

To utili ze the school facilities 

To know and obtain rules and regulations 

To get support from the teachers 

To evaluate teachers 

To involve in co·curricular activities 

d. Rights of teachers (7 rights) 

To comment on the teaching learning process and quality of education 

To emich one's knowledge and skills and get training in workshops, seminars, ... 

To get incentives necessary when upgraded 

To protect one's profession 

To involve in different committees 

Not to be accused of his/her ideology 

The teachers and students asserted that these rights and obligations are orally notified to 

each new entry students but, they have not been circulated among the staff, students, and 

parents in written or hardcopy form; nor have been displayed on the school yard and 

corridors. Since oral messages are more likely to be forgotten or deliberately denied, I 

think that there may be some people who, knowingly or unknowingly, do not realize and 

habitually exercise these values. 

Ground rules created by students (samp/e) : 

In thi s school, every section/class is expected to formu late ground rules and act 

accord ingl y. 

Id"CI9'/'C, 

Don't disturb in the class every time 

Clean the classroom 

Don't wear cape or shash, ... 

• :. The rest are torn away. And this shows that there is low attention given for ground 

rules by the classroom teachers or homeroom teacher as well as students themselves. 
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lothlU 9th/( , 

ovm'T' m'P'f, uDolfJ:" I"e;:r'A9" (Coming to class IS not allowed for those 

having drunk) 

'Ii;t, YI'I(D' 't7C "'<j" fH, I,l'Iuoll"ffJ1' I,I'IH,Y hlv'\o .e(DffJA(Perfume or ointment 

with strong odor is not allowed, otherwise he will stay outside the class) 

T I\,,"'1 'rh'i:1~ f"'1,L'O '(i hlv'\o ,e(DffJA (Anyone who disturbs while plasma is 

on progress will stay outside the class) 

hl,Mq: OO"",'C TI\II"'1 u']'/""""_)' I"et.'rJ':lI"(Operation of plasma IS not 

allowed except monitors) 

TI\11"'1 h-,'J!uoL 0'11\ uo "lfJ l' ".et." '~'9n(Entering class after plasma has 

begun is forbidden) 

"'1ot"" On'i:A (D'o'T' f"'1,Y''In 'O;f(D"} n'i:A YIJ.<\A(Anyone who chews gum in 

class will clean the classroom lonely) 

tll\O YI\IJ.<\ ?i'H' 111' YIJ'<\A(Anyone who does not clean the classroom will clean 

toilet rooms) 

h(l;t' (l;t' f"'1:H><'\</'o U'tI+ '/'I 'fl;f(D"} lv'\o YIJ'<\A(Anyone who moves from 

place to place in the classroom will clean the classroom lonely, for two days) 

* f-rtlY~ 't7Cl'i .ell (D~ -NI1+ UDlI"{'l+ I,.e;fAlI"(Canying unnecessary 

material s is not allowed in the school) 

(D/flC ov4'fC nAnA ~(D'(Moving chair is forbidden) 

This culture of making students establish their own rules and act accordingly can help 

them practice self-governance and responsib ility. I feel this is a good start that needs 

to be sustained. However, as we can see above, some of the statements are without 

the consequences when broken, and some of them are vague (*). This implies that 

there was lack of concern on the pari of the teachers to help the students create clear 

rules. As a leader and moral educator, the teachers are demanded by students to assist 

them both at the time of formulation and applying their ground rules. 
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,I 

Quotes: There are imeresting quotes (which reflect respect and respons ibi li ty) posted 

and di sp layed on different places. Some of them inc lude the fo llowing: 

1, '" ~ ') '9" UC') ' n, ')' 1","&-Clo 0 9"UC 

<O M" 7"L f9"uo (,, (I)' / f o '/!H'?"cn-l- ') '/fl,') , :)',"!C Min·).; hH.U +'1C " 71' (I)'Il ' r '1m"lol' 

.e,'/~A:: .f'1'I '\') ODJ"H', U'(I')''; 'l'An')' noom-"9" \'lttom'Co' 1"1'1(1)' ·)'(I1,tll.': 1" I ' lil'l 'I'e' 

7,,»lSC r') ' uc-) ' ' r t ,·) ,,) (I ') '!f1') ' "'(!i'liA T e'''!",?'' 00)-') 1l.~C ,'JI'IU ' ::(A school wherein I 

lead/teach has prob lems, With the knowledge, wealth and energy I possess, I have 

to all eviate the problems and improve the life of the generations of today and 

tomorrow through quali ty education and rea lization of the school Improvement 

program) 

Knowledge is power (on the door a/the main gate) 

Time is the co in of your life (on (he staff building) 

Good th ings do not make an excellent teacher, but an excellent teacher makes 

good use of tools (on the stafji-oom wall) 

Make your environment green (on the classroom building) 

Practice practice makes perfect (on the classroom building) 

Prevention is better than curing (on the classroom building) 

Of course, I did not ask the participants about their understanding and viewpoint on these 

quotes. However, I think, displaying quotes on di fferent locations are signs of caring 

attitudes on the part of the school towards the learners and school community as a whole, 

As we can see the above ones, they are carrying or reflecting the virtues of respect and 

responsibi lity, And they may be helpful for students (if they read and understand them) to 

develop a feeling that there are ad ults who value them as a person and care fo r their 

wellbeing. 

On the other hand, I have understood that some of the quotes were not seen to be realized 

by people as di splayed. For instance, if we consider "Prevention is better than curing", 

some adults were observed to work more on curing rather than prevention, in the case of 

handling di sciplinary problems; and if we take 'Time is the coin of yo ur life", some 

teachers were seen to waste instructional time and to d isregard the va lue of time as a coin 

of the students' life, 
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4.2 Abuut the Specia l Subject: Civic and Ethical Education 

With a rationale to build competent citizens who believe in a democratic system and act 

accordingly, the Federal Govenunent of Ethiopia has introduced Civic and Ethical 

Education as a separate subj ect to be offered in all levels, from primary to tertiary level s. 

This expli cit curricu lum centers on inculcating II social values that are trusted to reflect 

the common good of our society: democratic system, equality, patriotism, pursuit or 

wisdom, saving, rule of law, justice, responsibility, industriousness, self-reliance, and 

active participation (MoE, 1999 E.C: II). 

Appreciating the already identified ones, the subject teachers in AGSS commented that 

values related to obedience and respect to elders are missing as content from this separate 

curriculum though they may be reflected in our day to day activities. They said that other 

virtues like honesty, loyalty, punctuality, strong work habit, etc are raised in different 

units of the subject. 

With regard to the pedagogy, the interview report and my observation show that the 

methods of teaching employed are more of explanation or lecture and demonstration. 

There is less r00111 for reflective discussion of values . When I entered a c.1ass, 9'hC (12 

March, 2009/2.'02-2:42), to observe the teaching learning process, plasma was 

interrupted because of electricity problem. After revising the previous lesson, the teacher 

started the day's lesson-Introduction to Economic System. He elaborated the three types 

of economic system-market economy, command economy, and mixed economy-for more 

than 30 minutes. During the rest of the time, he invited students to raise questions they 

found not clear. One student asked, "Which market system among the three is better?'" 

The rest of the students were given chances to forward answers, and very few of them 

tried. Finally, the teacher told the answer. 

The instructional activities were dominated by the teacher's talk . The time was 

insufficient to conduct discussion. As we can see it, the question raised by the student 

was to be treated in the form of dialogue and discussion but, there was a tendency on the 

part of the teacher to respond the question by himself because of shortage of time. This 

problem was even worse in the televised lesson. On the same day, the same teacher had 
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again invited me to observe the second period , in grade 101hk. When we entered, we had 

go t the televised lesson al ready began on the top ic, The Importance olSavingfor Future 

Generation. The plasma teacher gave more than four questions wh ich can invo lve higher 

orde r thinking: "How ... , Why ... , What can be done ... ," types of questi ons were 

di sp layed on the screen each to be treated withi n two minu tes fo llowed by provis ion of 

answers from the plasma teacher. After exp lain ing and demo nstrating for about 30 

minutes he left ten minutes fo r the classroom teacher. And the c lassroo m teacher sim ply 

summarized the lesson and left the class. 

All of the three class periods of the week are covered by such lecture-dominated plasma 

teaching, making teachers as " teaching aids". One of the teacher parti cipants, ficti tiously 

named Chanialew reported; 

StudentsFequently raise questions related to the rhetoric-reality gap 
they experience but we have shortage of time to treat such type of 
questions in discussion form. The plasma teacher has already 
substituted the classroom teacher. Plasma may be good and 
necesswy as a teaching aid to demonstrare and transmit the 
theoretical aspect, but there needs to be enough time to deal with the 
practical aspect of the subject. 

This shows that values in thi s spec ial course are taught more of in a direct transm ission 

approach and with less critical refl ection. It seems that the students are made to recogni ze 

the va lues and principles, and to recall when required. In addition to my observation and 

the teacher's report, the type of questions appeared in tests can a lso signify that thi s 

separate subject is basica lly concerned with mastery of the principles or va lues based on 

memorization (Appendix 3). They are under the realm of "What". 

Apart fro m the technical transfer of values, there seems a contrad iction be tween what the 

students learn in theory and what they see in pract ice. One of the subject teachers. 

fictitiously named Bitew, described, "Students hear news abo ut corruption among 

offi cials, they see po licemen beat ing people, and they experience physical puni shment in 

their schooL" Bitew is tell ing that students are in the environmen t where some offic ials 

lack fair-mindedness in the work place, where po licemen neglect the fundamental value 

of respect, and where schoo l teachers as a role model neglect and fai l to demonstrate the 
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virtue of respec t for persons. Thi s indicates that there are adults ( inside and outsi de of the 

school) who have weak comm itment to be good mode ls and habi tua ll y rea li ze the va lues 

the students are learnin g. In situations of this ki nd, I fee l that the teaching of this su bject 

will be less like ly to address the emotional or affecti ve component of morali ty which 

bridges moral knowing and moral action. 

At his conclusion, Chanialew as an expert al so commented on this situati on by saying; 

It is difficult 10 Josler character and civic behavior only Ihrough the 
provision oj this special course as a subject, ,njl'{/J' '} 1, '},~ 7'fT"Uc-/ 
-NVJ'-r /lov!' /l o7fT"~'l7' .eh71~j):: II demands ethical communily 
and collaborative effort among all stakeholders. 

As we can see his expression, the teacher here has a fee ling that the offering of such 

course is taken for granted in fostering desirable character. And the burden of character 

building is laid or imposed upon the Civic and Ethica l Education teachers only. He added; 

Olher (academic) teachers are seen to push Ihe responsibilily oj 

building character towards Ihe subjecl leachers; Ihe school does nol 

have jiequenl conlacl with parenls to discuss on the progress oj 

sludents ' behavior; and mosl parents show negligence aboul how 

Iheir children behave in the school. 

Accordingly, Chan ialew is suggesting that everybody can De and has to be a teacher of 

ethics. Scho lars also argued that character education should be the responsibility of every 

adult (ASCD, 1992). I also fee l that if adults are not ethical and do not shoulder thi s 

responsibility and if parents in particular do not have follow-up for their children 's 

progress, it wi ll be hard for the school to build the desired ethical and civic behavior only 

through the offering of such a course, and by the specialists only. 

4.3 Ethical Concerns across all Subjects: The Pedagogical Aspect 

In addition to offering the special course in eth ics, I understand that character educati on 

is an integral part of every subj ect. Through their methods of teaching and their 

approaches to students, teachers can help students develop essential va lues and character. 

However, I have recognized that the methods be ing employed and the culture of treating 
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students in teach ing the ir subjects were not as such supportive to the rea lization or 

integrated character educati on: Lecture method was dominant, cooperative learning was 

marginalized, and stude nts were academicall y treated not fa irly and different ly. 

4.3.1 Marginalizing Cooperative Learning 

To promote competence in caring and to develop ski ll s and spirits of cooperation student, 

must work together and talk together. However, all of the participants commonl y 

reflected that group work is not suffic ientl y provided due to di ffe rent reasons. Regarding 

hi s subject, Garedew described ; 

1 have no time 10 give group work in my class. It is time laking so 
that 1 can't finish Ihe course on time. For 10 minutes or so 1 rarely 
try to provide tasks that involve sludents in group activity. Once in a 
semester 1 usually give group-based aSSignment to be graded oul of 
lO%-20%' 

Garedew seems to believe in group work but does not frequentl y app ly it due to the time 

constraint he fears . The subject he teaches seems voluminous to cover within the a llotted 

periods so that he is compelled to apply lecturing and demonstration methods to finish 

normally. On the other hand , a credit-generated group task is not freq uent: he provides 

only one task per semester. 

Moreover, the lecture-dominated plasma teaching adds insu lts to injuries. The subject 

that Poulos (fi ctitious) offers is one of the Natural Science courses which is taught 

integrated with plasma technology. He appreciates plasma' s demonstration of laboratory 

procedures tlu'oughout the country. He bel ieves that physics, chemistry, and biology need 

to be supported with s Llch a technology as there is the scarcity of laboratory facilities in 

the school. But still , he has reservation with the time distribution among the plasma and 

the classroom teachers . He said, " I believe in group di scuss ion at classroom leve l; 

however, apart from the vast nature of the course to cover on time, the plasma teacher 

does not give enough time to conduct group di scussion in the cl ass ." Cooperative 

learn ing in the classroo m seems impossible for Poulos due to the telev ised lesson and 

time shortage he usuall y encounters . As a result of thi s, he is forced to be far from 

conducting group discuss ion within 10 minutes left by the plasma teacher. 
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Regarding group-based home assignment, Poulos does no t persona lly be lieve in and has 

never given such group-based projects. He asserted; 

1 do not believe in group project that will be graded because il 
inhibits individual '0' academic performance. 1 know all of the group 
members do not equally and actively participate; most of the low 
achievers even push the task to a few clever ones for 
accomplishment. 1 need each of my students to score good grades on 
tests and exams, by enhancing their individual competency so that / 
always give assignments on individual basis if/have to give. 

As one can see this report, Poulos does not believe in group project due to the fact that 

only few academically bri ll iant students take the lion 's share in performing the task. He 

seems to reflect that students who are below average rely on clever students fo r 

performing the task and scoring better grades on the project. And he is in a pos ition to 

reject group work in order to avoid such dependency and foster academic achievement of 

each and every student. Poulos's primary objective is revealed to prevent the OCCUITence 

of poor grades and to get individual students scored best grades on the paper-penci l tests. 

In thi s regard, the teacher seems to give priority to the individual's academic performance 

than the development of affective behavior; to competitive and individualistic academic 

learning than that of cooperative and collective life (Power, 1992). 

Similar to the teachers, the students themselves reported that cooperative work is rare. 

They commented that if by chance it is provided, it is not effecti vely applied: In the 

classroom discussion, some trouble makers tend to have a private talk other than the 

issue; and in the group project, many students are not colmnitted and slow learners do not 

contribute constructive idea. From their experiences, Eniyih, Mehari, Zinash and other 

participants confirmed that such students are most of the time exempted from the group 

task outside the classroom but, they may be required or expected to cover all the cost 

incurred for the accomplishment of the task. 

As it is revealed from the participants' report, the task is performed by a few but the score 

is the same for all of the members. I-laving understood this, teacher Bitew has been tryi ng 

his best to make all students parti cipate in the group project provided for them. He lets 

the entire group members present and reflect in the class. He reported ; 
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1 do not know how my colleagues handle {he problem of uninvolvemenr 
in group project. I am nor sure they have conrrolling mechanism of 
rheir own. Bur to tell you mine, 1 usually make every student to reflect 
what he/she has done. / splir the value of the assignmenr into wrillen 
reporr and oral presentation. All of the members will be allolled the 
same grade Jor the wrillen report. The presenration or reflection 
aspect will have a difJerenr value which is relarive to each individual 
presenter. 

Bitew seems to recognize the fact that putting students in group is not enough in itself. 

He seems to believe that if they know they will reflect what they have done, group 

members wi ll actively and equally participate in their discuss ion and accompl ishment of 

the task. His reason is that students will contribute their idea and will be committed to the 

group task so as to appear effective in the class presentation. Even though their rationale 

to actively participate in the group task might be primarily for scoring good grade from 

the reflection or presentation, Bitew's mechanism, I think, can take the students to touch 

their affective behavior, which, in this case, might be considered as a by-product. In 

addition to the intention on enhancing academic learning, it is also important to be 

explicit in telling the students that the primary purpose of cooperative work is helping 

one another (Noddings, 2007). 

On the other hand, Bitew (as a teacher and one of the principals) did not have any 

information about group work implementation by his co lleagues; nor did he share his 

experience to them. This has an implication that there is no cooperation among the 

teachers on how to effectively implement group work as a teaching method. This further 

shows that there is a tendency on the part of the teachers and administrators to 

deemphasize cooperative learning. 

4.3.2 The Students are not helped fairly and differently 

As usual there are slow, medium and fast learners. Accord ing to student interviewees, 

teachers usually keep the pace and fo llow the speed of the faster ones; the needs, 

interests, and abi lities of the slower students are not taken into account. Zinash is among 

the slow learners. She doesn' t enjoy with the teaching learn ing process in her classroom. 

And she has a special complaint about the plasma teachers as they do not correspond with 

her speed of learning. She said, "Plasma may be good for fast learners because they are 
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capable of understanding the pronunciation and writing short notes as quickly as possible, 

but [ am unable to foll ow and grasp ideas from the plasma teachers." 

[f the plasma covers the whole period, it is obvious that there will be li tt le gap for the 

teacher to help students of her kind. Al l parti cipants asserted that with the coming of 

plasma techno logy, teachers and students have become far from each other. In thi s 

regard, the classroom teachers were in a better position to help and treat individual 

students. However, it was asserted by the paJ1ic ipants that all of the students are not 

academically treated in a fai rer manner, even by the classroom teachers. Moreover, 

during my observation of the lessons, only few students who raised thei r hands were 

called by name and invited to ask or answer questions. For instance, Garedew (20 March, 

2009) gave chances to three students only: boy A (twice), boy B (once), boy C (twice). 

If the teacher is academically present not to all of the students, I have understood that 

there is a possibility fo r slow learners to develop undesirable values and a feel ing of 

being neglected. Zerfe is low achiever in her class. She does not feel good at the teacher

student relationship taking place in her class. She described her experience as; 

Teachers call their names when asking questions and providing 
answers; frequently get eye-contact with them; read their face and 
interpret their feelings; etc. At that time f get offended with such over 
care. /'i flalf'" 'fli'H' ,e/W61 ;, 'Jf.I/.U n, 'JhfJh(l. 1'01':: They do not 
bother about us. 

In reply to my question 'why do not you be as clever as they are?' Zerfe said, "~\'bO'J 0'0 ;f: 

M'.I'l'~'J ~t'},e., ()~ I): {f"i, ,hvrlo i.e. Unluckil y, I am already created dull" . 

When we see Zerfe's experience, her teachers did not exhibit behaviours that impartia ll y 

recognize the needs and interests of all learners. As to her fee ling, they are more 

concerned to encourage clever students in special manner. This special treatment offends 

Zerfe because she feels that she is neglected by the teachers. From her comments, we can 

imagine that she is on the way to develop negative values. Perhaps she suffers from low 

self-image, helplessness and feeling of being unproduct ive, and so on. As she described 

she started percei ving herself as incapable and incompetent in her academic activity. She 

fee ls that it is not possible for her to become clever; she considers herse lf as inferi or to 
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others. Probably then she may become less respectful for others: As Petty (2004) puts it a 

teacher who encourages and helps students of different origin equa lly, is teaching the 

students to respect everyone regardless of origin . And one can imagine that there might 

be other Zerfes. 

These problems of marginalizing slow learners seem to be true to all subjects. As many 

students complained, slow learners are not identified and treated in a special manner 

except in rare cases . In the context of his classroom, Eni yih genuinely reported, "Our 

teachers are observed to move keeping the pace of fast learners. I ha ve never seen a 

single teacher encouraging those slower ones during instruction. Of course, tutorial class 

is very rarely conducted." 

Teachers themselves admitted that the condition associated wi th the courage to improve 

and interest to learn on the part of such students is discouraging for teachers to exert their 

effort. Garedew said that most of them have a des ire merely to have completed grade 10. 

He said, "-'- Il,,- J'1l,f>Cm-'/tI::" It means that they are academically un-im provable. This 

indicates that there is no high expectation or affirming e lement on the part of the teachers 

about such students. 

The above problems generally sho w that teachers are interested more with the cognitive 

and less with the affective aspects of student behavior. Zerfe's experience, Eniyih 's 

comment, and Garedew's express ion revealed that the teachers are attracted more 

towards the cognitively brill iant group and less towards the slower ones. That means, 

their main cri teria seem to be the qual ity of cogniti ve component. 

4.4 When the Exemplars and other Clubs are Neglected 

High schools in Ethiopia have been made to provide a variety of extra curricu lar activ ities 

for all students to participate and develop their talents and hea lthy moral behaviors (MoE, 

1989 E.e). Accord ingly, AGSS invo lves students in nine types of clubs available in it 

(see 4.1 above). In this school a student has a ri ght to participate in more than one clubs. 

According to the pmiicipants, there is no grade assigned fo r participation; however, 

certificate is awarded at the complet ion of grade ten. 
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On one Saturday (-U March, 2009 was IOvlte lJ'Y"'ilfacilitator of Yemahibreseb Wuyiyil 

club in order to attend the discussion. The facili tator opened the di scuss ion by first letting 

all of the members to stand up and think of what surprised them in the rea l life si tuation. 

The students were then invited to reflect what they thought and fe lt surpri sing on 

vo luntary bas is. Three or four minutes after th is warm-up activity, the main agenda of the 

session took its turn: HIV/AIDS. 

The members were split into five groups and began discussion for about 35 minutes. 

Stationary materials were provided for each group to enable them to record and display 

the already agreed upon ideas. Finally, representati ves reflected fo llowed by questi ons 

from the audience. Every body became active participant. While talking and debating, 

they were acknowledging and quoting each other' s idea already said . The phrases used 

whi le discuss ion was on were "As X has already said iI ... ; To me it is ... ; To odd afew 

.. . ; To give stress ... ; What you said might be right but [ see it ... "No body was belittl ing 

another's idea and they were freely talking. 

From this session, I have understood that students could learn countless virtues like 

tolerance, respect, politeness, friendship, responsihil ity, caring, and so on. As to me, the 

plU'ases themselves cou ld be signs of these virtues. I fee l that students immersed in such 

env ironment will be more li kely to develop skill s of regard ing others and moral 

acknowledgement. This is also asserted by Starratt (1992) that if people are engaged in a 

healthy behavior, they wi ll not have the time and inclination for unhealthy behaviors. 

Each club is expected to make some kind of contribution to the schoo l or the larger civic 

community (Starratt, 1994) thereby giving chance to yo ung people to learn how to 

contribute to the lives of others (Ryan, 1992). In agreement with thi s, student Eni yih who 

is a member of Agerhin Ewok club reported that members in this club had co ll ected 

worn-out clothes by moving from door to door in the town and donated to vu lnerab le 

children and helpless oldies. " h/l'H'; n,lI n'l,e 1'O'J,lf'} Al1l'l 'Inc I'nnl'l'W}:: i.e. We had 

collected more than thousand clothes." From this benevo lent act, one can poss ibly say 

that members were given the opportunity to understand, feel, and respond to the pain of 

others . In this regard, I can say that they were showing altrui stic, caring, respectful, and 
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empathic behavior Iha may 'mprove,he ql1alityof their relationships among themselves 

and with the others. 

When we come to the overa ll co-curricular acti vities of the school, it is possible to say 

that thi s part of education is less emphasized. More attention is paid for academic 

learnings than for such soc ial activities . This program is not norma ll y scheduled on the 

working days. All of the periods of the week are occupied with academic and regular 

classes. The only option to run is to use Saturdays or Sundays. But, as it is well known 

Saturday and Sunday are holidays for civil servants so that a teacher is not obliged to 

work on these days. As a result, there have been less frequent meeti ngs of the members to 

discuss their own agenda and exerci se moral virtues. 

One of the principals of the school, named Siferih, reported, "There is no gap to run 

extra-curricular acti vities on the working days and it is difficul t to force teachers to work 

on these holidays ." This shows that extra-curricular activities are becoming almost 

outside the usual duties of a job if teachers are not obliged to come on ho liday and if 

there is no option to run this program except these days. And such activities seem to 

become dependent on the willingness of the teachers to sacrifice their own private time. 

Teacher Garedew, a co-fac ilitator of Yemahibereseb Wuyiyit club, said that they have 

programmed to run their club every two weeks on Saturdays. He commented that these 

hol idays are used for pri vate purpose. He said, "Students coming from rural might go to 

their home for bringing food. Others are demanded by their parents for buying and se lling 

of goods and commodities . Saturday is business day for some students". Garedew is 

describing that these days are not comfortab le for students so that they are less like ly to 

participate. I witnessed that out of 74 members, only 30 of them were presen t on the 

session r visited in Yemahibereseb Wuyiyit club. 
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Student Eniy ih a lso told me I, is expe(ien~es of ex tra ~ u l'ricul ar act ivities in comparison 

with the lower grades as; 

When J was at elementary school j 0 minutes were cut from each 
class periods. And a toral of i Y, hours were ai/olted every Thursday. 
Of course, there was no plasma there so that arrangemenl of 
programs was easy. Moreover, we were 10 slay in the school for the 
whole day. 

At thi s secondary leve l, the schedules are rigid due to plasma so that arrangement of 

schedules is impossible. Eniyih 's repo rt shows that there was no shift system so that the 

program was facilitated in a better way than at hi gh school level. From Eni yih 's 

experience, we can see that extra curricular activities are getting less attention as we go 

from elementary to secondary level. This seems to contradict with what scholars like 

Stan'att (1 994) claimed that extracurricular activities apply more to the secondary than 

elementary level and should t'lm everyday after academ ic or regular class if we have to 

build an ethical school. 

4.5 The Climate and Management of Students' Discipline 

For groups to effectively persist their members should not engage In random and 

undisc iplined conduct so that there must be restri ctions and rules that govern (S tan'att, 

1994; WyrU1e, 1992). As Power ( 1992: 134) writes, "Any serious attempt to reach both 

the cognitive and affect ive di mensions . . . must deal with real-life moral decisions and 

actions .. . " Hav ing recognized thi s, I have presented the place fo r values-education in the 

di sc ipline, which celebrates justice. 

4.5.1 Commitments to Having and Enforcing Rules 

"By establishing, explaining, and enfo rcing rules teachers can model and teach important 

moral values" (ASeD, 1992:352). As any of schools in Amhara Region, acti vities in 

AGS S are governed by the standard rules which have been formulated by the Education 

Bureau. As Eniyih said it, "Such rules and regulations and the consequences when broken 

are o rally not ified to every entry in each academic year". However, according to the 

principals, the school as an insti tution has not yet created and developed its own contex t

specific rules. They said that the already established ru les at the regional level are not 
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translated into spec ific ones which address particula r moral areas; nor did the class room 

teachers draw up a contract with the students fo r what kind o f behav ior is to be expected. 

On the other hand there is a good practice that each class is made to estab lish and display 

its own rul es of conduct. [ observed that ground rules were di splayed on the wa ll s of 12 

classrooms from the total of 15. But, three classrooms (J OG/ 9G, IOJ/9J and I OH/ 9 H) had 

no ground rules. Z inash, whose class has no gro und rule, described that the students in 

her class had formulated and di splayed on the classroom wall ; however, she did not know 

whe n it was detached and missing. This implies that there was lack of atte ntion given for 

having such ground rul es, both by the staff and studen ts of these class rooms. 

Even in those classes where gro und rules are available, there seems weak commitment to 

create clear rules and ge t them enforced. Some of the rul es were written without 

including the consequences when broken (see 4.1 above). Here, [ think that support was 

not given by the staff at the time of formulation. Eniyih and other participants rep0!1ed 

that their respective classroom teachers do not encourage the classes to put in to practice 

these set of principles . Eniyih said, "Moo· '/01- \'-" ,,'oom")' i.e. They are disp layed but 

usuall y not enforced". As an expert (a teacher) of Civic and Ethica l Education, 

Chanialew expressed hi s feeling as, "Teachers are not equa ll y committed to urging 

students enforce their rules. Students themselves are not that much inclined to report 

violators by them se lves." 

From Eni yih 's and Chanialew's comment we can see that there seems a contradiction 

between what the studen ts consider their common or shared values and their value 

systems. That means, there is no deep commitment on the pal1 of the leaders to help 

students realize the val ues which they believe reflect their common good. However, 

parallel to academ ic teaching every teacher is obliged to fo llow up the daily activities and 

shape the ethical behaviors of his/her students (AREB, 1996 E.C). As a leader, I fee l thai 

teachers are responsible to ass ist their students to create regul ative ideals and act in 

accordance with them. 
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During my stay I have recognized that coming late, di sturbing in class espec iaily when 

there was no classroom teacher, and cutting class and truancy were pervasive. One day 

(06 March, 2009), Siferih was patro ll ing behind the build ings of the school. He had seen 

six students truant ing in group in the jungle of the schoo l yard. He ordered the guard to 

catch them. When they saw the guard moving towards them, they stal1ed running away so 

as to escape and not to be identified. The guard chased, but caught only two of them. The 

principal asked them why they did so. Without expecting any response he shouted and 

told them to leave the school fo r ever. When I asked whether his decision was 

irreversible, he replied, " I am sure they will come tomorrow. I have identified them so 

that I will let them call their parents". 

In order to all eviate the problem of class cutting, attendance is taken by the 

administrators especially after break. But as I observed and participants asserted, such 

control was occasional and not frequent. And this on-and-off way of monitoring was 

criticized by my participants, especially by students, as aggravating the problem. They 

said that when sudden and unexpected attendance is taken, plenty of class cutters are 

caught. All of the participants (students) asserted that it is customary to see that if 

attendance is taken today, more students wi ll cut their class the next day because they 

k.now that attendance is not taken every consecutive day. 

With regard to disciplinary problems of any kind, Eni yih concluded the culture of getting 

the rules enforced by saying, "The principals unexpectedly take severe measure on a day 

when disciplinary problems reach at climax stage." This indicates that the schoo l lacks 

consistency between having rules and applying it in the same manner with all students; 

when some violators are punished on one day, there are others who break rules on 

di ffe rent days but not punished. 

The whole issue discussed above show that there was lack of true commitment on the 

part of the leaders to create specific rules and get them enforced. Moreover, the 

estab li shed rules were not consistently and fa irly enforced showing that moral 

expectations were not tak.en seriously. In this kind of leadership situation, I think, it is 
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difficult to say that the schoo l is teaching the students as to how rules and pri nciples are 

appl ied to govern human act ions. 

4.5.2 Regulating Misbehaviors of Youngsters by Ault Authorities 

People do not always act in accordance with the ir moral values and beliefs. While we are 

expected to be good, at times we may not be. When bad behavi or occurs, I believe that 

reasonable steps need to be taken to help indi viduals see why hi s or her actions are 

unacceptable. Hence, schools are expected to provide for incremental, simple, unpleasant 

punishment fo r misconduct and must try to understand and reform persistent violators 

(Wynne, 1992). 

In AGSS a student who does not have attended fo r more than 20 days will get suspended 

after being given successive warnings by his/her home room teacher. Accord ing to the 

schools' manual, other misbehaviors that lead to suspension incl ude insulting and 

attacking staff members, destroying school properties, etc. When such and other 

persistent destructive behav iors occur PTA wi ll pass judgment and make decisions 

depending upon the severi ty of the disciplinary problem but corporal punishment is never 

allowt:d (see 4.1 above). However, as I have understood from my observation and 

interview, timeout and corporal punishments were the dominant techniques of regulating 

studen ts' misbehavior in this school. 

4.5.2.1 Many Students consider Time-out as Enjoyment 

Siferih commented that to be far from applying corporal punishment, teachers mostly let 

students stay outside of the class whenever they encounter di scipl inary problems in their 

classes. According to the interview report and my personal observation time-out is the 

usual practi ce when students di splay destructive behavior in the classroom. Bitew sa id , 

"Depending upon the degree of the undiscipl ined act of such students, a sort of advice 

might be given or further measures might be taken by the teacher him/herse lf or by the 

principals." The other principal, Siferih added, "If the teacher doesn ' t resolve by 

him/herse lf within two days, we will get interfered because it is not hi s/her right to take 

that kind of measure on the actor fo r a longer ti me". 
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There are many students who like be ing outside the class. As I heard a teacher talking 

about a destructive class most of the students create tro uble while the lesson is on 

progress. She said , "When I use time out for every incidence of misconduct in thi s class, I 

am some times afraid that I will be left alone latter on" . I feel that the teacher here wanted 

to emphasize how time-out has no role on correc ting misconduct for many students. 

Supporting this idea, Mehari sa id, " l'ItTVG':L'i: U·'b;J·aJ· fJ,eao;r:rl'l '}' ao9"U<;' l, '}!', . .f'{]01 nlOJ' 

nl1'i:c, aJ·{]'T' aoLn'{j ,e:e:9"u-c,:: i.e . if the condition does not allow him to skip, he will 

start disturbing in the class so as to be let out by the teacher. " 

When I was observing a classroom during an English lesson (l J March, 2009), plenty of 

students were found to come without getting their homework done while the teacher was 

checking at the middle of the period. However, the teacher did say nothing except 

express ing his grief with such a large number of students. At the end of the period, he 

told me that they were expecting timeout. "In the previous period, I had warned that 

whosoever is coming in my class without having done would stay outside the class. 

Expecting this measure, many students did not do because they like to enj oy timeout." 

This type of punishment is not unpleasant punishment for such students, showing that 

they do not find empathic and caring environment in the classroom . The specia l 

connection students have with the school represents a powerful tool in helping them to 

learn (Goleman, 2006) . Goleman writes, "Emotionally connected students to teachers and 

schools have lower rates of violence, ... truancy and dropping out (P. 282) ." That means, 

if the school and the classroom condition are repulsive, students will tend to go out and 

find the place where "pleasant environment" is avai lable. 

4.5_2.2 The "Stick" without the "Canot" 

"A morally mature person habitually reflects on moral choices and thinks about the 

consequences of decisions" (ASCD, 1992:349) . Following are incidents that, I feel , might 

illustrate the practice of corporal puni slmlent and its potentia l impact on the students' 

moral development. However, I am not to generalize the behaviors of these particular 

teachers based on a single event I encountered. But I want to take each s ingle action as 

having a negative moral va lue or content to be picked up by students. 
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Preaching something and Practicing so mething else: 

One day (0-1 March, 2009) in the ajiernoon student Kume was walking /awards the gate. 

Zinabu, who is one of the principal of the school, called and asked Kume where he was 

going to. Kume replied that he had a ho!>pital appointment at that moment. But, Zinabu 

did not trust that Kume was telling truth. Having this in mind, he told him to return 10 his 

class but, Kume did not accept Zinabu 's decis ion. In exchange of words both of them 

became angry al each other Zinabu starled bealing. Kume fhen became more aggressive 

and allempled 10 aflack the teacher. Some of the slaJJmembers interfered to protect them 

Fom allacking each other. A principal at a higher position (compared to Zinabu) called 

and told them to enter his office for discussion. After having listened fhe talks Fom both 

sides, fhe principal allowed Kume to go to the place where he had wished ecu'!ier and 

ordered to comeback with his parent the next day. Kume was very resentfitl and said, 

htl,V [/,tl , .j'P"VC'/: 1J,1'C71;f/J:: While they were talking about the issue, some teachers 

who knew fhe history o/Xume witnessed that he was a patient. 

From hi s day to day experience, Zinabu recognized that many students use different 

techniques to go away from the schoo l. He seems to be preoccupied with the fac t that 

students are most of the time deceiving. And he considered Kume as ifhe we re lying and 

cheating him to get out of the schoo l. He did not listen to Kume with fu ll recepti vity so 

that he could not understand the fee li ngs of Kume. He did not try to seek more 

informat ion associated with Kume before pass ing a harsh j udgment of such ki nd. This is 

what Gi lligan, Noddings, and other care ethicists are crying abo ut; caring persons 

demand more info rmation abo ut the individual and the situation. 

From the above story we can also see that there was a so rt of physica l fight ing between 

Zinabu and Kume. The moment Zinabu inflicted hurt, Kume unconsc ious ly decided to 

take h is own action by force. The bond of caring relationship between them became 

broken and the otherness of others intensified. In this situati on, I fee l that the re will not 

be a heal thy psychological climate on both sides. Specially, the student will be more 

likely to develop hostility towa rds the teacher and the school itsel f (Go leman, 2006). As 

he expressed it, he was on the way to dec ide that he had to dropout. 
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Apart from being abused by the teacher, Kume was made to call parents for hi-s atrempTro'--~~ 

attack his teacher. This led him to feel that he was treated badly. [n thi s regard he was 

more likely to consider the staff as they were unj ust and not caring about the students. [ 

think, that is why he felt resentful and expressed the feeling to withdraw from the school. 

Normally, it is believed that the primary aim of moral thinking is to help us be less crue l. 

more caring, fairer, and more just. Zinabu, who is one of the civic and ethical education 

teachers, at least in th is situation, was said to be preaching civic and ethical values but 

demonstrating another. " If we do not first have our moral house in order, others will tend 

to discount our moral claims," (LaFollette, 2007:209). And in this kind of treatment it is 

difficult to expect students to learn kindness and caring. 

SeeIdng to earn Respect and Power through Punishment: 

It was an afternoon shift (20 March, 2009). Dereso (a principal) and Abelu (sludent) 

were walking side by side towards the stajJroom. The moment they arrived, Dereso made 

Abelu kneel down and started kicking with stick. After a while, Abelu was told 10 go and 

comeback with his parent. As Dereso described, he saw him outside the school {he day 

be/ore that day. As a principal, Dereso had to control students from cutting class. Having 

this in mind, he laid him to call parents for cutting the class and staying or enjoying in a 

hotel with a lady during class time. Dereso described the situation as; 

When I ordered him to do so he rejected my decision and showed me an 
illegal and bully act. He asked me to tell his fault, and I promised that 1 
'would tell him in fronl of his parents. But he insisted on saying nol 
" T1. -k,} III/! 'I7c7i1 OJl'J.P.' l,1dofllfl" I,ll 'r i. e. he said, unless you lell 
me the fault, 1 will not call a parent'. I then became offended so thai ! 
decided to beat. him. And I did that. 1,11'1' '}fj;?i f"7 ~ ;, '},IfJ'dol7J 1)11'7'. : 
i.e. I sent him to call his parent after making him shrunk. lfyou don 'I 
use such kind of measure, they will undermine you. They will not respecl 
you. "l}''}</'1)7'V I),e ,e{om"fl'ltl i.e. they will ride you. 

From the perspective of justice and restoring order Dereso was responsible to take 

corrective measure for what Abelu did. Accord ing to the school' s rule, cutting or 

skipping the class without getting permiss ion is forbidden. And as a principal, Dereso had 

to get the discipline handled by enforcing the rules. But I witnessed that class attendance 
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was not taken on the day when Abe lu cut hi s class. Th is shows that the rul e was not fa irl y 

enforced. 

When we see the entire si tuation happening to Dereso and Abelu, there seem at least two 

problems or mistakes. Firstly, Abelu is an old adolescent aged above 18 years and was 

enjoying with the lady. Dereso was not willing to te ll the reason for the neea to call 

parents. Even though the principal was right to take regulative measure, thi s lack of 

transparency might have caused Abelu to suspect hi s rationale for tak ing that action. 

Furthermore, he was the only student ordered to call parent as a consequence of class cut. 

[n this respect it seems that there was little room in Abelu 's moral judgment to take 

Dereso as a faire-minded and caring teacher so that he was derived to challenge him 

further. 

Secondly, Dereso was gelling angry with Abelu's over-acts when asked to call the parent. 

This anger derived him to beat and get AbelL! shrunk. The main calise for such physical 

punishment was revealed to be the feeling of being undermined on the part of the teacher 

by the student. He seems to exert effort on the instrumentalities of maintaining order and 

enforcing rules. His physical force was aiming at earning respect and power rather than 

correcting unethical behavior. 

On the other day with a different occasion (24 March, 2009), Dereso caught ten sludents 

while they were playing behind the school buildings during class time, bUI soon ajier 

break. Ajier making Ihem kneel down, he allowed seven of Ihem 10 enter 10 their classes. 

Three of them were made 10 slay and ordered to call parents as it was nOl their /irsl lime 

to engage in illegal acts. One of them shouled and said, "1 don't need 10 cal! parenl 

because 1 know thai 1 have no fault. " Dereso Ihen clapped his face . The studenl slood up, 

and Dereso pushed him physically. Subsequently, Ihe student allempled to a!lack but 

other teachers inlerfered. The principal became offended and said, "1 know thai you 

sought to aflack me oulside of the school, but 1 will get you shrunk. /7(1).,,[,' 

;, 'J.P.f1"'N;:'hC'f/ ;r ),{/Jo,!P(ItJ, '7'} ),(,'/'Iy,1! 'I flU': : You will never come 10 school unless you 

call your parent ". 
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I bel ieve that pers istent vio lators should be identified and reformed (Wynne, 1992). Out 

of the ten students, Dereso se lected those whom he thought have hi story of di sci plinary 

problems to call their parents fo r di scussion. But one of them d id not accept the fact that 

he had engaged in frequent breaking of rules. In this respect, the stuclent felt that he was 

unfai rl y treated. On the other hand, Dereso seems to correct the student 's misbehavior 

through threat and physical fo rce. And the primary aim of thi s punishment didn 't look to 

improve bad behav ior, rather to enhance his image in tbe eyes of the student. Using hi s 

authority and power, he sougbt to get that ado lescent shrunk and then to show him 

respect. He demonstratecl the same behavior as he did with Abe lu-punishment sought as a 

means to earn respect and power. Emile Durkeim ( 1973) cited in Power (1992) advised 

teachers of such kind as they should not act as if the source of thei r discip linary authority 

comes with their superior size, status, or capacity to punish. 

He was in Need of Special help but ... 

J[ was around 5:30 (20 March, 20091 morning). J saw a studen[ Jorced by a principal [0 

move away Jrom the school. His gesture and style oj walking could speak thai something 

had happened to him. Closing [0 him, J requested [0 have a [alk wi[h me abou[ wha! he 

encountered. He is named (flcWiously) Tegoda. He is 22 years old. He is so poor 

economically. He is lottery-[icket seller. He lives wilh his old mother. J fried [ 0 

paraphrase wha[ he had fOld me as Jollows: 

Yesterday, my exercise book was missing from my bag when J checked 
during Physics period. Being angry with Ihis, J slep[ laying my Jorehead 
on my desk while the plasma teacher was lecturing and demonstrating. 
Having seen this, five students who were sitting around me laughed 
loudly. Consequently, the classroom teacher shouted at andJorced us [0 

stay outside [he class. A[ the end oj the period f was repor[ed by [he 
[eacher [0 a principal since f was a cause Jar [he laughter. The principal 
s[arted bea[ing and pushed me ou[ from [he school campus. Today, I 
enlered the class. The principal called andJorced me again to move away 
after clapping my Jace. The pain was severe. tid. .£:'7'r ), '}f.1 ·tj '} ·i ·'1'{/J· 
nTtf- flj','I'TfI'f )'tf·(J, '} u o1J171flJC 1,,:W'i:lh-fl" i.e. While he was 
Jorcejitlly clapping my Jace as he did yesterday, f became unable [0 

control myself Wha[ was inita[ing to me was the kind oj insuil he used 
" I, '}·j · f/ll·F:· '/OJ' r f1"1'uollll 'r 'LK 01. 17/ 1,Il 'r i.e. He said, J think you 
are ill. Go out I" 
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By the time he was lalking wilh me he repeatedly expressed Ihat he was economically 

poor and became hopeless. He complained that the income generated by selling a 10llelY 

ticket was expected to feed him and his old mother. On top of that, he fell abused by the 

school authorities. "),z), 'j~ . .£:"'1 Y"7·/I,N:·f/'f 70)'? If~' ·f/rl'?61 i.e. Being a single poor 

boy, what benefit will 1 lose? 1 can nol tolerate it. " Tegoda seems 10 take revenge if 
things were getting worse and worse. Fortunately, he was allowed to enter the next day. 

When we evaluate the di sciplinary process, both the principal and the classroom teacher 

seem to take immediate reaction to Tegoda's mi sconduct (s leeping on a desk). The 

teacher reported Tegoda to the principal since he was considered to commit double 

mistakes: sleeping and being a cause for laughing of others . Both did not try to diagnose 

the root cause for his asleep but simply rushed into punishing as a consequence of 

breaking the rule of conduct in the classroom disrespecting the teacher. Wi thout , 
discerning the situation associated with him, without having collected relevant facts 

around him, and with out being imaginatively invo lved in his future life, they seem to 

make quick and unjust moral judgments on Tegoda. 

I feel that whatever mistake he might make, the student here was not the one to be treated 

that way (and through corporal punishment) for he is an old adolescent and poor boy. As 

he expressed during our conversation, he was in a posi tion to suffer fro m dropout, to 

deve lop hostility towards the teachers and learning ingeneral , and to mani fest other kinds 

of undesi rable behavior. This implies that his emot ional distance with the school was 

getting farther. Even he became aggressive and felt resentful especially with the 

principal. As a result, fi ghting might get started if things were not reversed (Toll e, 2005). 

When we see the above three cases in the eyes of care ethicicists, moral judgments did 

not consider specific detail s and concrete situations and were not tied with feelings of 

empathy and compassion. Inflicting hurt in the form of 'words' and 'sticks' exemplified 

that caring was not taking place in the moral domain of these caring professionals. I can 

say that they d id not demonstrate sensitivity to the dignity and unique ness of each of the 

student. Let alone applying such physical punislunent, caring teachers some times break 

the rul e rather than the students (Garrison, 1997). When we see it in the eyes of advocates 
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of moral justice ethic fai r-mindedness and respect for persons were not exhibi ted by the 

adults. Since corporal pu nishment is legall y not accepted, these principal s, I thi nk, fa il ed 

to demonstrate such lega listic stands, as a rol e model. 

In addition to the above specific incidents or cases, the interview results ascerta ined that 

the culture of ma intaining di scipli ne is characteri zed by "physical force rather than 

psychological persuasion", to use Starratt 's term. Eniyih intelligently commented that 

there are students with di fferent economic and psychological background which mi ght be 

the cause for misbehavior. He said, "Prior to identifying the root causes or sources of 

certain misconduct, our teachers usually get angry and rush to regulate through physical 

force rather than seeking peaceful way of resolving." Here, Eni yih is expressing that as a 

morally mature person they do not hab itually avoid corporal punishment and verbal 

aggression and listen carefully to the ir students. 

As a human being, physical punishment of such kind may lead such adolescents to carry 

grievance and seek revenge. In agreement with this, I suspected one student who was 

observed (on 06 March, 20091 ajiernoon) inserting short quill s of porcupine tlu'oughout 

his grown and twisted hair; n·"<j: ·,·tH't\aJ· fn~r t"'~.l' ·}-Cj·fli I' :QC''!- 7, i'iu fI'?fI'? "I:'C'\(,\:: 

Having seen this event, the guards caught and reported him to the director. We circled 

him because it was surprising. When the director asked why he did so, he replied, "What 

is the matter? 1 did it just for nothing." One of his teachers said, " Is it because I usual ly 

kick yo ur head so that you wanted to get my hands harmed?" Everybody including hi m 

laughed with this saying. 

From the teacher's expression and the subseq uent laughter by the student himself, I 

suspected that it might be hi s rationale to do so. Of course, he might have a di ffere nt 

reason, but one can also say that the usual practice of such physical punishment mi ght 

have led him to think that way, who knows? As some of hi s teachers to ld me, he is one of 

the trouble makers in hi s class. 

It is undeniable that teachers and the school are responsible to reward pos itive behav ior 

and punish undes irable conduct (Ryan, 1992). However, except for academic 
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competency, it is not common to see students rewarded lor their ethical behavior. The 

teacher participants said that they k.now those top and persistent vio lators and at the same 

time those who display outshined ethical behavior. There are students whom the teachers 

are appreciating in their moral conduct but the school has never rewarded students of 

such kind. All participants reported that there is no culture of se lecting and praising 

ethically model students in front of others . And that is why I want to say the stick is ali ve 

but the carrot is not. 

4.5.3 The Students in Handling their Discipline 

Though adults are powerful figures in the lives of most youth, the rise of new fo rces like 

the media and peer culture are producing a new kind of character in the young (Ryan & 

Lickona, 1992). Students should, therefore, share responsibility for creating good 

environment and solving problems that arise. On the other hand, Heater (1990) cited in 

Leenders & Veugelers (2006: 14) puts, "People must learn to act respons ibly by being 

given responsibility". 

In AGSS each class has elected two monitors. The classroom monitors are provided 

respons ibilities for regulating student behaviors in their respective c lasses. When they 

encounter students misbehaving persistently, they will report them either to the home

room teachers or principals. However, students asserted that there are occasions when 

appropriate measure is not taken by the school authorities. Eniyih described the situation 

as; 

Monitors are ordered to report persistent violators from their classes 
every time but some times appropriate measure is not seen. When the 
monitors feel disappointed with such on-and-ofJ punishment and 
become negligent they are again told to do so after the problems 
have appeared severe. 

This shows that there is a tenclency to focus on curing rather than prevention. 

The other governing body assumed to have a positive influence on stuclents' behavior is 

the student council consisting of three representatives from each section. The council has 

90 members in its assembly out of which a seven-member executive committee has been 

established. Baykedagn, who is a member of the executive committee, reported that the 
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election process was made based on academic ach ievement and considera tion of ethical 

behavior. However, Baykedagn and other part icipants commented that the role it is 

play ing on regulating students' behavior is not as expected. Baykedagn said this, 

The assembly conducted only two meetings in this year (one for electing 
the executive committee and the other for discussing the teaching-learning 
and disciplinary problems); however, the executive committee has never 
conducted a meeting since its establishment. On the other hand, we were 
told to keep records and organize reporls about what we pel/armed But 
we did not do Ihat because 1) we don 'I have office to work 2) every 
member is concentrated on his/her own academic learning so as 10 score 
besl grades. The school did not provide specific rules of conduct, nor had 
the council been made 10 creale by its own. 

Generally, I can possibly say that the opportunity given to students in selecting members 

by themselves, partic ipating in the school acti vities though not satisfac tory are good 

practi ces. However, there seems less effort made on invo lving students in governing 

themselves thereby pro moting their own pro-social thoughts and characters This report 

also shows that members are concerned more wi th individualistic and pri vatistic 

academ ic matters than wi th the social matters. 

The duties and responsibilities given to each member uf the executive committee have 

not been announced fo r the rest of the students and the community in the school. 

Baykedagn and other info rmants confirmed that most of the students do not b lOW the 

members of the executive committee. I can also witness this si tuation. In my attempt to 

contact with the head of the counc il those whom I asked to show me were not sure 

whether or not there was a head. 

Baykedagn concluded that the council is made availab le but is less functional in its 

influence on students' behavior to the right direction. He said, " (7D"'lhC I: r 'hl;*uuo)' 

tlf',lloo .f\ '/0)' I] f', 'I'~ i.e. I can say that the council is established but less funct ional." 

FUl1hermore, almost all of my participants asserted that students are not invo lved to take 

part in making decisions when di sciplinary problems occur. They are not contained in the 

school's discipline committee. Note also that making decisions on d isc ipli nary cases in 

the school is the responsibility of PTA, which does not include members from students. 
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4.6 Teachers in the MOI'al Realm 

As noted by scholars, fundamental to teachers' impact as a moral model is how they clo 

their work and take stands for moral principles. "A morally mature person habituall y 

takes pleasure in helping others, works to help others reach moral maturity, practices 

diligence, disp lays moral courage, and exhibits many more virtues"(ASCD, 1992:349). 

And I personally believe that if teachers demonstrate such kinds of virtues, the students 

will not on ly imitate the virtues but also have smooth relationships with the possessors 

(the teachers) . However, my observation and interview results show that a considerable 

number of teachers failed to demonstrate some virtues at best and disp layed some vices at 

worst. 

4.6.1 Missing Classes and Unpreparedness 

According to the participants, coming late, leaving the class before the period ends, and 

missing the whole class period is not uncommon in this school. One day (23 March, 

2009) teacher Zelle lew came back from his class to the staffroom soon after he had 

entered. When hi s colleagues asked why he did so, he replied that the students offended 

him. This shows that Zellelew was missing the class due to the fact that the class 

offended him. He punished his students in terms of education time. It is revealed that hi s 

primary objective to leave the class was not to correct unethical behavior of students but 

to be far from that 'destructi ve environment'. 

Like Zellelew there are also some other teachers (as reported by the interviewees) who 

ignore their class when they feel anger with trouble makers. Zerfe, Zinash, and Eniyih 

have encountered such experiences in their respective classes. In Eniyih 's term, " (t .'l.r,~;. 

~lh'Cb. Ol· g,Ol(I] t'l· ~ltlJ'9" 0;1>:'9"1) .e <'l.~.I]t'l· i.e. they go out or insult massively when they 

get angry". This indicates that these teachers are emotionally distant and uninvolved. 

Goleman (2006:283) pointed that "emotionall y distant and unin volved teachers angry at 

students more often and have to resort to punitive methods of restoring order. " 

The other cause for wast ing instructional time has been fo und to be related to lack of 

readiness due to the presence of plasma teachers. Teachers are becoming dependent on 

the plasma teacher. Assuming that the lesson will be carried out by this technology, some 
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of the teachers enter the class without be ing prepared thereby missing rhe class period 

when the plasma gets off. One day (/2 March, 2009) I heard a teacher, standing at the 

door of her class, asked her col league to tell her the topic of the lesson that was to be 

taught by the plasma teacher on that day. This incidence of plasma interruption exposed 

her in front of her students in that she was not prepared with that lesson. All of my 

student participants complained that their time is wasted when the plasma teaching is not 

available because the teachers do not get prepared to cover the class peri od by themselves 

whenever plasma gets off. 

Thus, it is poss ible, for me, to say that respects for time as well as for students are 

missing from the moral domain of such teachers. Perhaps [ can say that they are 

di sinterested and not enthus iastic in their work as we ll as stucients ' academic success and 

character cievelopment. 

4.6.2 Lack of Concern for School-level Issues 

[ was frequently attending flag ceremonies in morning shifts. I can say that the students 

were not habi tually observed to make straight li nes and invo lve in singing the National 

Anthem at flag salutes. They were repeatedly warned to sing agai n and aga in if thei r 

sound was not loud. For ease of control, the school authorities categorized the students 

(the sections) into four groups each to sing turn by turn. If they did not sing sat isfacto ril y, 

they were made to kneel down and sing again . 

On one day (13 March, 2009) when one of the four groups was ordered to sing the 

students tried to resist for it was not their turn. They murmured and sa id , "We sang 

yesterday. It is not our turn." But the unit leader insisted and forced them to do so. This 

signifies how these students were not interested to sing the National Anthem. As one of' 

the teachers, Poulos to ld me, they have tri ed their best to change the minds of the 

students. He said, " We repeatedly beat or kneel them but no change has been seen." This 

implies that whatever threat and physical force the staff might employ, students did not 

show willingness. 
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On the other hand, it is possible to say that th is activ ity is he 1eglected parr o ' the - ............. -.-r, 

teache rs' duties and responsibili ties. Unit leaders, di rectors and onl y fe w teachers (2 or 3) 

were seen to attend and fac ilitate the ceremony. Some teachers expressed in their words 

that let a lone the teachers, the students themselves need not invo lve in such flag salu ting 

activi ties. While talking abo ut the issue, two teachers, whom I frequentl y saw to atte nd , 

expressed their belief that it is time consuming and is not important at the secondary.·' 

leve l. One of them sa id; 

They (Ihe administrators) ji-equently told us 10 aI/end and facilitate; 
even Ihey included il as one crilerion of evaluation of our 
pelformance. As to me sludenls al Ihis level are malured enough and 
are capable of leading Ihemselves so thaI only the principals are 
enough. 

The other teacher continued " Yah ' In addition to that, it is unnecessary at thi s level. Are 

universities doing so?" 

These teachers don't believe but attend. This reveals that they attend and fac ilitate for the 

sake of effi ciency or evaluation by the admini strators (Appendix 4). As these teachers 

expressed their beliefs in words, the rest who do not usually come to attend the flag salute 

already expressed their beliefs in actions. In the absence of teachers ' involvement, I fee l 

that it is difficu lt to expect students to line up by themselves and sing the National 

Anthem enthusiastically (S tarratt, 1994; Wynne, 1992). 

On the other hand, thi s can also exemplify that there is lack of cooperatio n between the 

teachers and principals. Lack of cooperation was refl ected not only on flag ceremony but 

also on monitoring student behav ior and other administrative issues . Students reported 

that many teachers show negligence espec ially for truancy or class cutting. Eni yih sa id , 

''' /'°'It f'l,G:C<i: M'~ 119" ,eil!'l·::" .This shows that these teachers have a feeling "To learn 

or not 10 learn is apt 10 you, and Ihal is none of my business." I fee l that as a caring 

professional, they are not showing concern and sensiti vity to such students; as a 

responsible adult, they are not exerting efforts on shaping such youngsters for the 

generati on of tomorrow; and as a leader and rol e model, they are not demonstrating the 

virtue of cooperation with the admi nistrato rs. 
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One of' the principals, Bitew, concl uded, " Most o f the teac hers come to the school onl y 

when they do have class peri ods. Many teachers are simply concerned with covering the ir 

class, n<):t'\ 7.1l .. n ' OV} Uuo".'} ·n ~' '/0)':: " These all indicate that such teachers are wo rking 

only fo r sa lary; using studen ts as a means to an end. And I think that teachers of such 

kind are di sinterested and emotionally uninvolved in their wo rk. 

4.6.3 Sexual Harassment and ... 

Fanaye (fi ctitious name) is a student who had experienced sexual harassment by her 

teache r. One teacher asked her for sexua l relation , but she did not accept his request. He 

kept on trying to convince her by using different approaches but, still she insisted. 

Consequently, he started to be a fa ult finder in her acti vi ties and became hard to take 

measllre on whatever slight, mild or severe mistakes she committed . "0('(10'0 MIllO, 

htl<):A a'lnOJn):,,::" 

He repeatedly let me slay outside the class in his period. One day J instilled 
him indirectly when he passed through the road. Having understood this 
indirecl insull as il was forwarded to him, he shouted and wanled to suspend 
me. He asked me to repeat what J said in front of his coLLeagues but, J 
denied because J felt that things might get complicated if I assured. His 
colleagues threatened me thai suspension would be inevitable if 1 did nOI tell 
what I had already said. J started crying. FinaLLy, some teachers who know 
me closely advised me to apologize to him as if J had insulted. J accepted 
and made that apology while he was alone. J apologized because J spenl lhe 
whole closs periods outside the classroom and J had no option to make 
lhings less complex. Mlu'}i'J~ rl.tl'f l,?j,e{/',}Au ·flr!· iUl' !,Ah-o}' i.e. When he 
said. you assured? J said, Ok let il be. While grading class activity and 
exercise book he gave me !he least mark in my class. It were good if J 
revenged him. 

As per to thi s story, the teacher chased her and tri ed to mistreat ber because sbe di d not 

accept the request. He frequently called her out from her class and later he attempted to 

threaten ber. After she bad insulted, he tried to suspend her. Finall y, he gave her unfa ir 

grade (at least she felt that way). This shows that he was in possess ion o f corrupti ve 

behavior in this regard ; both justice and caring were missing from his va lue system . 

Fanaye was made angry and wished to take revenge. She decided to involve in un.h ealthy 

soc ial behavior. She insulted him which was not to be expected fro m a morall y mature 

person. She disregarded and disrespected him which was not a character of a ca ring 
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person. She apologi zed to him not b·om the bottom of her heart showing that she carries a 

sort of grievance. In such psychological environment, I personally feel that she will not 

be successt'tti in her academic activities too, at least in hi s subject. 

Together with her friend, Zerfe, Fanaye also informed that there were some teachers who 

were involved in requesting girls for sexual relation. In addition to these girls' comment, 

Bitew, one of the principals, concluded; 

11 is nOI uncommon to hear rumor about sexual harassmenl and 
unlair distribution 01 grades. l.hlJ.-r'} !.fl"rtlil '{ l.hlJ.,r'} !,Y""["jI '{ 
r°7.IJ·Y" )"eIl19'Y":: A sort of making use 01 studenl-brokers to gel 
contact with a demanded lady! However, we could not easily find 
true evidence. What the managers usually do is to call and tell the 
alleged teachers about the rumor so as to enable them to be reserved 
Fan? that practice if they are involved. 

Practicing sexual harassment with students is strictly forbidden (see 4.1 above). Besides 

this legalist ic point of view, it was not to be expected from a caring teacher. "Good 

teachers are like good parents" (Goleman, 2006:283) and are responsible for the good of 

their students . 
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5. Conclusion and Implications 

In thi s section, the findings of the research and generali zation to the case under stud y as 

well as the ove ra ll implications for the concerned bodies are presented. 

5.1 Conclusion 

Armed with a view that va lues are availab le everywhere in the school(explicitl y and 

implicitly) and can be taught in various ways, I have tried to investigate and understand 

the prov ision of special course in ethi cs, pedagogical strategies of teaching any subject, 

co-curricular activi ties, method of disciplining, and other opportunities for students to 

imitate and practice ethical behavior as to how they were such helpful for developing or 

promoting pro-social thoughts and good character of the young in AGSS. And the 

research suggests that there was less opportunity for students to develop pro-social 

thoughts and pro-character when compared to the effort s being made on reducing the 

incidence of bad behavior. Thi s generalization is justified by the following tlu·ee themes 

that I have developed using my personal interpretation. 

5.1.1 Emphasizing the Cognitive and De-emphasizing the Affec! ive 

The va lues selected in Civic and Ethical Education we re communicated or taught more in 

the fo rm of knowing. That means, yo ungsters were made more to recognize the val ues 

and princip les than to be ethical persons. There seems "To know the good is to do the 

goo,f' paradigm which was said and applied by Plato (2300 years ago) and strengthened 

by Kohlberg (in the 1970's). One who advocates Kohlberg's conception of morali ty has a 

standing commitment to trai n only the mind for building good character. Kohlberg (1973) 

stated that the yo uth who understands j ustice wi ll act more justly. And with regard to 

such a separate subject, the schoo l seems to position itse lf with th is line of th inking which 

is incapable to sufficient ly and comprehensively capture the full complexity of human 

character. In such type o f effort , the develo pment of sound characte r is difficult 

(LaFo ll ette, 2007; Lickona 1993 cited in Titus, 1994; Ryan, 1992; Wringe, 2006). 

Training the mind alone will never be enough to bring sound charac ter. Character 

education wh ich is strictl y inte llectual ignores the emotional side which bridges the gap 

between knowing and action (Ryan & Lickona, 1992). 
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In their own subjects, academ ic teachers were concerned more with promotmg cogl11 [lve, 

indi vidua listic, and competitive learni ng and less wi th affecti ve and coope rat ive learning. 

Without blaming only the teachers, I fee l that the televised lessons and the shortage or 

time to cover the course al so led students to get very less opportuni ty to work together 

and help each other and practice ethi cal behavior. In such non-participatory pedagogy the 

school will be less likely to foster the development of affective behav ior (Lickona, 1992; 

Noddings, 2007; Rusnak et. al, 1992; Starratt, 1992). 

On the other hand , the teachers were found not to demonstrate helpfulness and fair

mindedness for all students of different academic abilities in their classroom teaching as 

expected. They tend themselves to uniquel y treat those academica ll y brilliant students 

and neglect the s lower ones, showing that they are attracted more towards the cognitive 

development and less towards the affecti ve one. But scholars like Covey (199 1) and 

Power ( 1992) noted that such a focus on academic learning will often negate the affective 

aspect of a human behavior. 

The other integ ral part of values-education and one of the social emphases of education in 

general is the extracurricular activi ty program which can be carried out after reglll~r 

class. However, the place of thi s program was not as such adequate and the activities 

were generall y weak because of different reasons. As a character fostering program the 

clubs were not seen to play what they were expected to play. The program as a whole is 

not scheduled on the working days because of (1) the rigid schedule of the televised 

lesson and (2) the shifting system of the school so that students have got less opportunity 

to practice ethics in such soc ial activity program as Saturday and Sunday are not 

comfortable for them. In short, academic learning is more emphas ized and ex tra

curricular activi ti es are de-emphasized. As to my understanding, deemphasizing co

cUlTicular activities means deemphasizing important social sk ill s in the education 

process. 

Although they have the right not to work on ho lidays, the teachers as care givers were 

expected to sacrifice their time and energy and encourage their students to practice ethics 

in such acti vities. By cons idering the concrete situations, I fee l that teachers were trusted 
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to arrange their own programs and fac ilitate thei r respective clu bs, pe rhaps', on the 

oppos ite shift by d ividing the students (members) into two groups, at least once in a 

week ifnot every day. 

5.1.2 Lack of Leader"ship 

When we turn ourselves from fostering virtues to avo iding vices or bad behavior we find 

di scipline, which basicall y ce lebrates the virtue of justice. I have understood that the 

spirit of threatening students not to do wrong deeds; making them respect for others and 

comply with the standards in the school coercively; and in general, reducing the 

incidence of bad acts were the main tools fo r regulating misbehavior and teaching 

desirable character in the school. This indicates that there was no balanced in tegration 

between leadership and management: Leadership was subordinated. The method of 

discipl in ing and type of punishment discussed so far can exemplify that students were 

over managed and under led. "Organizations that are devoted to hard data orientations 

usually neglect leadership," (Covey 199 1: 249). 

In thi s school comi ng late, less concern for flag , cutting class, and di sturbing in the class 

were seen on the part of students. To get these disc iplinary problems handled various 

techniques of punishments like timeout and physical punishment were fo und to be 

pervasive . In an attempt to protect rules from being broken, inappropriate and unfair 

punishments, with less care, were exhibi ted by administrators and teachers. Correcting 

unethical behavior was characterized by aggress ion and more of unjust fo rce rather than 

psychological persuasion and negotiation with the actors. The stick was taken as one of 

the dominant tools for making the students act in accordance with the standard of the 

school showing that the virtues of caring, respect for human dignity, and benevolent 

authority are not we ll exercised. However, a morall y mature person is ex pected to avo id 

physical punishment and verbal aggression (ASCD, 1992: 349). As a mature leader, he 

needs to exhibit and model accepted rules and principles as we ll as empathy and great 

patience if he/she really wants to help people change (Covey, 1991). 

The principals and teachers were habituall y waiting fo r incidence of undesirable conducts 

rather than exerting more effort on prevention and promotion of the desirables. There was 
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more reactive, control-ori ented management and less proacti ve , empowerment-oriented 

leadership. For example, the students were given less opportunity to participate in 

decision making and practice self-governance if we consider their council ; they were 

forced by managers to sing the National Anthem without the presence and involvement 

of their leaders(teachers) if we take flag salutes; etc. On the other hand, while 

misbehavior was punished, good behavior was not rewarded Of prais€d threugh differenic----

means. Many psychologists agree that students should be rewarded fo r the ir virtuous acts 

(Stanatt, 1994; Titus, 1994). As Stanatt (1 994) argued, students in an ethical schoo l 

should be made to se lect best citizens every month or so and acknowledge them through 

different ways like freque nt di splaying of student work, posting their photos, and other 

kinds of reward. Is it difficult to do so? 

In order to influence people it is better to deal with the opposite of vicious acts rather 

than directly and explicitly stressing them (Starratt, 1992, 1994; Covey, 1991; Carnegie, 

1981). Starratt ( 1992: 187) stated, "Teachers who respond to moral mistakes and failures 

in their youngsters only with punishment are missing a great opportunity to help them 

learn from their mistakes". Covey advised leaders to influence people not by fo rce but by 

caring relations with them. He writes, "If we create an envirolUllent that models the 

characteristics that we want in our students, we never have to teach integrity, honesty, or 

trustworthiness" (p. 309). That means students will develop those traits when these 

characteristics come through a system that models them. Sim ilarly, Carnegie reminds LIS 

to treat mistakes indirectly rather than direct criticism. He concluded that good leaders 

call someone 's attention to the behavior they wish to change indirectly, and the chances 

are he/she will live up to their expec tations (p.232). I feel that only emotionally involved 

teachers and principals are committed to such wisdom of leadership. 

5.1.3 Lack of Commitment to Moral Issues 

The teacher is expected to see the moral issues as an integral part of hi s/her work (Ryan, 

1992: 292). However, I have understood that commitments to the character education of 

students are not as such acti ve and strong. When we see the implementation of civic ancl 

ethical education curriculum, other teachers were found to be di stant observers of the 

course. Shaping and developing the ethica l behavior of the students seem to have been 
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left just as the responsibility of the special subject teachers only. But , to place the 

responsibility of character education on one group or program will not be effecti ve; it is 

the' responsibility of every adu lt (ASCD, 1992). And I believe that one of the 

preconditions for such character educat ion program is to have comm itted sta ff. 

Ground rules were not consistently enforced; student council was less func tional ; co

curricular activities did not play their role as expected; many teachers were less 

concerned to go beyond covering their class periods ; and so on. Not all teachers were 

engaged in preventing and correcting unethica l behavior of students. They do not take 

class attendance which implies that they are not imaginatively invo lved in student's 

future life ; they do not enforce the rules consistently showing that moral expectations are 

not taken seriously; they do not show cooperation with administrators in handling 

di sciplinary problems and other school level issues indicating that they are less 

committed to foster character. 

The whole issue raised above can also show that there was lack of commitment on the 

part of the staff to the realization of essential values and moral virtues in every day moral 

actions. The basic respect for persons was neglected where corporal punishment is a case 

in point. Concern fo r others, feeling of empathy, imaginati ve invo lvement and high 

expectations for all students, fairness, and other vi ltues of relationship ethics were not 

sufficiently exercised in the schoo l. Moreover, commitments to one's work, enthusiasm, 

and some other quali ties of a human character were not well exhib ited. But the most 

impOitant way of shap ing other people's behavior is by what we do rather than what we 

say (LaFollette, 2007; Noddings, 2007; Titus, 1994). As a leader and model, teachers and 

administrators are expected to possess and display such foundationa l quali ties. 

There were teachers who do not show caring attitude for all learners. Almost all of the 

teachers were not full y engaged in helping slow learners unique ly except conducting 

tutorial class very rare ly. This implies that imaginative invo lvement about the future fa te 

of these students is almost remote from the moral domain of the teachers. In such 

situation, I feel that the slow learners will be less likely to develop the viltues of caring, 

respect, and fairness when compared to the brilliant ones. The teacher is trusted to be fair 
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m his/he r profess iona l- experti se and as- a "Care giver l1e1she is to be rotall r and non

se lecti ve ly present to each student if he/she wa nts to he lp indi vidua l students deve lop 

such habits. 

On the other ex treme, some teachers miss their classes, some others especiall y principals 

punish severely and aimless ly and still some others harass their students. ' Moral actions' 

like miss ing the class, un-readiness due to plasma, leaving the class when annoyed or 

angry with destruc tors, massive insult, inflicting physical harm, and harass ing girl s co ul d 

exemplify and signify that the actors are less committed to thei r wo rk and moral virtues 

at best and immersed in a wo rld of vice at worst. "The nmdamental va lues of respect and 

respons ibility" (Lickona, 1993 cited in Starratt, 1994:6) seem to be neglected by such 

teachers and the teaching of vi rtues like patience, kindness, compass ion, fa irness, etc is 

given less atten tion in such a situati on. Eventhough not all of the staff members are 

involved in such acts, I feel that one is enough to spoi l the situat ion, as everyone in 

hi s/her ci rcl e of influence makes a difference (Goleman, 2006; Covey, 1991; Carneg ie, 

1981 ). That means there are some students who will be less li kely to develop pro-soc ial 

thoughts and pro-character at best and more likely to deve lop negative va lues at worst, in 

environments of such kind. 

5.2 Implications 

In a nutshell , it is difficult to expect our students to develop desirable ethical and civic 

behavior in such kind of character education parad igm. In the first place, I bel ieve that 

offer ing the spec ia l course a lone should not be taken for granted; it needs to bui ld an 

eth ical and caring community in the school that enable students to imitate, practice, and 

deve lop sound ethical behav ior or character. The school needs to ha ve teachers and 

administrators who, as Starratt (1994) argued for, model ethical va lues, discuss ethi ca l 

concerns in various subjects, provide Illul tiple opportun ities to practice eth ics, 

cons istentl y speak abo ut ethica l concerns, involve the parents in ethi ca l issues, etc. I 

personal ly be lieve that the school and its staff are primaril y responsible for shaping and 

building the character of the ir students so that " they need to foc us on seeking the good 

rather than simply avo id ing the bad"(Starratt, 1992: 190). 
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As to me, there is no insti t[l{iOlrin-a better-posi ri on ~1~1'1'ii"nl'1!""-----I 

other than the school because "not every student has support ive famili es and not eve ry 

student goes to the rel igious institutions" (Ryan & Lickona, 1992: I I). The educationa l 

system is expected to address and compensate for the fa ilures that take place in the home 

and other institutions (Covey, 199 1: 302). By throwing away their sticks, they should 

psychologically persuade students; by being Vi 11UOUS, they need to model and influence 

the students; by encouraging the ir students to invo lve in a healthy behavior, they need to 

avoid unhea lthy behavior and foster good charac ter. This is possible through adequate 

and well- function ing co-curricular activities, invo lving students in cooperative work, 

stress ing psychological persuasions and affirmi ng elements rather than being overbearing 

and censori ous, treating students equall y and uniquely, and demonstrating good model in 

terms of hard work, enthusiasm, and commitments to moral values or virtues. Through 

the facili tator concept they can better meet the individ ual needs of students and empower 

them to enable them to be responsible for their own learning process (Covey, 1991: 302). 

Moreover, the school needs to have frequent contact with parents and emphasize 

students' involvement in dec ision making process and di sc iplinary problems more than it 

did in the past. This is what Stan att (1994: 12) j Llstifi ed, "A school community which 

wants to build an ethical school must confront the apathy and indi fference of parents and 

challenge them to get invo lved". FU11hermore, it will be good if teachers draw up contract 

with their students (by letting them have a say) as to how activities are to be carried out 

and discuss how it is working once in a month or so (S tan'alt, 1994). 

I also believe that the schoo l is not the only institution to bring effect ive change on 

character of the young. Even though they were not addressed we ll in thi s research, it is 

obvious that the media, the peer pressure, the community outside the school, etc. have 

their own impact. The students are staying in the school only for less than 5hrs of a 

school day. The rest of their time is spent outside of the school so that it will be difficu lt 

to lay blame on the school. Thus, the educational fam il y and other concerned bodies are 

demanded to exert more effort on intervening in the acti vities outs ide of the school and 

taking part in building sound character than ever done before. Especiall y pa rents who are 

the central teachers for character of their chi ldren need to support the school in terms of 
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follow-up of students ' activities both in and outside of the school and corre~ting unethica l 

behavior when exhibited. 

It seems that teachers who demonstrate ded ication, concern and commitment are not 

identified, acknowledged, praised, and encouraged in this school. As one student on a 

conference spoke, "We saw outstanding farmers rewarded but we have not yet seen such 

a reward on teachers. :C'.."IC,' ~IC" ~15'.C " "M" n,nl'l?'" ~1 ,e 'l'ciA :Q:"lC, oo?,,'uC ""111'1" "I'} 

n,nl'l9n ~1t'\r '}9n ::" To mean that outstanding teachers should be recognized and 

rewarded like outstanding farmers. I think thi s is also one area to be stressed by the 

school and woreda. "One of the deepest hungers of the human soul is to be appreciated, 

to be valued, to be recogn ized," (Covey, 199 1: 303). In addition to this, it needs to 

empower teachers through short-term and long-term training about how to influence 

adolescents and persons ingeneral. 

With regard to pedagogy and curriculum, the teacher-student interaction in the classroom 

was narrow due to the plasma teclmology so that it needs to be maximized by reducing 

the time allotted fo r such televised lesson. There needs a classroom condition that stresses 

the affective dimension of learning. Thus, curriculum planncrs need to devi se strategies 

as to how the affecti ve behavior is addressed in the teaching of c ivic and eth ica l 

education and other subjects. This could be possible tlu'ough developing a more activity

oriented curriculum with appropriate vo lume. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Consent Agreement to be discussed orally with Individual Participants 

First and for most, I wou ld like to thank yo u for accepting to participate in this research. 

My purpose is to undertake research as a requirement for MA qualification at Addis 

Ababa University in curriculum and instruction. Beyond that the research might have 

contribution for devising strategies for the effOlts in building good character of the 

young. And, I hope you will be happy to share this responsibility and help me better 

understand the practice of character or values - education in this school. Data will be 

collected through interviews, observations and necessary documents. 

Furthermore, I would like to assure you the following: 

I. Participation in the research is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw from the 

research at any time. 

2. I will seek your permission to create or use audio records. After being recorded, you 

have the right to change your mind or withdraw your recordings. 

3. I will securely store data confidentially, and your personal identity will be kept 

anonymous 

4. Fictitious names will be used (in the report) not only for the participants but also for 

the school itself if you like. 

5. I would be happy to share the findings with you after the research is completed. 

Thank you in Advance ' 

Aschale Tadege 



AIJpendix 2: Tools of Data gathering 

a. Interview Guide 

For Studellts: 

I. How often are students made to involve to work and learn together in group? 

2. To what extent do teachers encourage all of the students inside and outside the class? 

3. How do you describe students' participation in the co-curricular activ ities? 

4. How do you perceive the method of hand ling discipline by the teachers? By the 

administrators? 

5. To what extent are students involved in decision making processes? 

For teachers and principals: 

1. How do you describe the role of Civic and Ethical Education 11\ fo ste ring pro-

character of students? What support is lacking? 

2. How often are students provided with activities that invo lve group work? 

3. How do you describe the place of co-curricular activity program? 

4. To what extent does the school encourage and praise students with best ethical 

behavior? 

5. What are the usual methods of handling di sciplinary problems? 

b. Observation Guide 

III the classroom,. 

The students' participation 

The way the teacher encourages students 

Time distribution between plasma and the classroom teacher 

Type of questions raised and ways of dealing with, and so on 

Olltside the classroom: 

Co-curricular activities 

The students' ways of conduct and truancy (if any) 

The method of getting di scipline handled. 

The cul ture of flag sa lute 

Teachers ' ways of conduct, and so on 
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